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Eleven experÍenced registered nurses, female and male, were
interviewed in-depth about technologr. Poststructural analysis
reveals that they challenge the gendered cultural stereoty¡le of women
being alienated from technologr, while men enjoy it. The participants
spoke of the strong association between technology and the power,
status and control of the medical profession; the challenge,
enjo5rment and stress they experience as the users of health care
technology; and of ttre impact of machines on their clinical practice'
Heatth care technology would appear to be a gendered social
construct that cannot be adequately met with individual survival
strategies.
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,,(N)utses' uorlds øre primartly women's woflds that løae not
yet'been thoroughty underctooil: ry
b""n -o*en's uolk ønd these llY
ilcsribeit. .. . Only throughfemini to
rcitefine whnt we haae øbenily thought wøs knowbdge'"
(Keddy 1992:8)
Much has been written about how the status of mrrses in the health
care system reflects societ¡r's broader problems of gender and class
(Jotley f995; Mason, Backer & Georges 1991; Oakley 1984; Street
1gg2) and therefore feminist research is particutarly relevant for
investigating the nature of nursin$. Stanley (1983), a feminist author'
states ttrat throughout recorded history, technologr has also been
gendered, because it has been defined as what men do, rather than
what people do. Ttris has implications for nurses' relationships u/ittr
technology because nursin$ remains a predominantly female
profession. Also of interest is Acker's (1992) belief that all
organisations are gendered although it is assumed that they are not'
and that this contradiction between reality and $ender-neutral
thoughts is very problematic. According to l{aplan (1995), discussing
societ5r without considering gender is like discussing the climate
without considering daity weather patterns and yet, in Australia, very
little literature about women existed before 1968'
Stanley and Wise ( f 990:33) cite Frye's belief that malenes s ,
læterosexualifg and, wl¿herrcss qlL'usork' ontolqicalLg by being states oJ
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ururwareness in whích the keg príuítege oJ the privíleged grow ís not to
nltice ttwt theg Are strch. As a consequence, the nature of women's
oppression is frequently insidious and only uncovered by feminist
research, which has gender as its main analytical construct'
Femtnism Ís about Jreeing men and- women Jrom distortíng ønd
disabtw cotæeptions oJ themsetues ard. of tlrcir relo¿tiot'ts to one atatlrcr
(Cooper 1993:47), and hence feminist knowledge can be liberating and
lead to significant changes in people's lives. Game (I99r) believes that
the power that subjugates, also produces the possibility of refusal and
therefore reversal of the power in those relationships. The first step in
this process, however, is creating awareness that a relationship of
domination exists, and this is dependent on askurg ttrc right questioræ
to get the right oir¿su)ers (Meredith 1987:fof). Questions therefore
need to be asked about technology and nursing practice.
Technology is an important issue for registered nurses (RNs) because
it is presently not only shaping the nature of nursing's professional
specialities, but also the nature of nursing work itself. It is predicted
that during the next century there will continue to be unprecedented
technological progress and change (Tonges & Lawrenz 1993)'
Technology is not new to nursing because nurses have used
thermometers, sphygmomanometers and stethoscopes to gather data
about the people in their care, for ttre last century (Laing 1982)' The
challenge now is to explore technological social relations within the
health care system and to this end, this research erçlores a variety of
issues about health care technology, and its relationship with nursin$
work.
In 1991, the Australian Nursin$ Federation (SA Branch) produced a
policy statement about technolory and nursing which defends the
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position of the professional nurse as the central, most important
figure in the health care context. There is no mention of medical
practitioners and hence this is a powerful document as it creates the
ideal world which can then be called into reality' However' it is the
present situation in Adelaide that is explored in this research' Are
nurses involved in decision-making processes about elq)ensive health
care technologû Is the proliferation of technolog in any way
controlled? How does it occur? Do nurses enjoy using technolosl in
their professional and personal lives? How does it impact on their
working lives and, most significantty on their relationships with the
people in their care? Feminist research calls the invisible and the
taken-for-granted into the spotlight and allows creative options for tl.e
relationship between nurses and technology to be envisaged and then
made operational. An optimistic view about health care technology is
realistic, because, according to Arnold and Faulkner (1985)'
technolos cafr always be transformed into something tiberating. with
this in mind, tl.e final chapter of this thesis ex¡rlores how health care
technolory may be able to fulfil Zwolski's (1989) sug$estion, that
technology needs to proceed with greater empathy and affection to
people, rather than imposing a solution. It is important, however, to
keep street's (1995:51) words in mind, that all (r)esearch conclusions
øre mt/ltple, cortradictory and partinl rattwr thø:n defvtífe.
The next chapter contains a review of feminist, cultural and nursin$
literature about technologr, describing the background against which




"Thc belicf thøt technology reptesents the ttiumph ol lnrmøn
ìnteltigencc is one of americø's most clrcrisluil cultutøI rryth*"
(Bush 1983:153)
The inevltability of a high technology future in health care is one of
the main themes in nursing literature about technolos (Australian
Nursing Federation 1991; Bandman 1985; Brewer 1983; Hardy &
Douglas 1990; Keltogg f99f ; Lindeman 1992; Romano 1990: Simpson
Lgg2A, 19928; Smith & Murray f988)' Technology used to be
thouglrt of as applied science, but this is no longer tlte case, because
technologists and scientists are now seen to have their own separate
cultural resoLlrces which include practices, institutions and
knowledge, wittr tl-e boundaries between tl.e two constantly changing
(wajcman r99r). This is reflected by some nursing authors who
express the view that nurses should learn more about biomedical
engineering, in order to become involved with ttre design of new
technologies (Jacox lg92; Laing 1982; McConnell 1989; Schultz
f98O). Societal values impact on health care technologr because it is
an intensely political activity (Lowe 1989), and this means that $ender
should be at the heart of any exploration of technologr. In fact both
Linn (1982) and Cockburn (1985) have stressed that it is very difficult
to avoid biological determinism in any discourse of technology'
because of technology's extremely gendered nature.
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rwhile technolog is not new to nursing, interestingly, Post¡nan (f 992)
believes that it was the invention of the first stethoscope that began to
focus doctors' attention on machinery and diseases, rather ttran the
patient and their point of view. This change has been so complete,
that now the treatment oJ íIbæss is regarded øs beíng solety a møtter oJ
apptication oJ the appropriate tectvw¿qgg $Vilkinson 1992:194, citing
canter 1984). In a paper published in 1980, walker, an Australian
nurse, comments that the manner in which technology is tntroduced
and. embed"ded. in an organísation is more important than the
technology itself (Walker f98O:6O); and that massive changes were
inevitable wittrin the health care system, as a result of tl.e availability
of different technologies.
In order to ttroroughly explore gender, technology and nursingi, ttre
discussion needs to be framed within the wider context of feminist,
cultural and health care literature. While articles from medical
journals, about medical technologr, have not been included in this
Iiterature review, some of the cited health care literature has been
written by doctors. Firstly an exploration of the social context of
technology development is in order.
Technology, patrlarchy and capttqllsrn
In the western world today the major technological breakthroughs are
stimulated by war, industry, and increasingly, commerce (Griffiths
f985; Hacker f99O) \Ã/ith women largely the passive recipients, or
users, of technolory. Grifliths (1985:6O) states that as a consequence,
the møsculine personalitg attributes of competition, assertion,
aggression and. dominance are institutionalised and hence many
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women and girls may continue to reJect technological goals and
values, seeing technology as s5rmbolic of male domination (Grifftths
1985; McNeil 19874). Pelletier (r99O) cites Benner's (1984) view that
women's socialisation towards humanistic values discourages ttre
development of technologrcal skills because they are unfeminine and
tþis view positions women outside of even the easy use of technologf'
It is difficult to define technology 6arpf 1987), but Banta and Luce
(1993) use tlae definition from the Office of Technology Assessment'
(USA. lgZB) which states that healttr care technologr consists of the
dntgs, deuices, qnd medica.L and' surgícal procedures ¿¡sed in heallh
cate, ard. the organizat'anal and supportiue systems wiÍhin w¡¡¿íclrl s¿rch
care is provided(Ba¡rta & Luce f993:9). This is a commonly accepted
international definition as is borne out by Pillar, Jacox and Redman
(1990). However, tfte word technologr is frequently used to mean just
physical obJects and machinery, while the context of the machinery -
that is, the skills and knowledge of the users is overlooked (Banta &
Luce lgg3). Ttris is the case 'r¡¡ithin much of the feminist literature,
where technology is predominantly assumed to be equipment
(hardware), which is viewed by many authors as an inherently
masculine social construct (cockburn 1985 & 1991; Faulkner &
Arnold1985;KarpfL987;Linn1987:MacKenzie&Wajcmanf985;
McNeil 19878; Reiger 1985; WaJcman 1991). According to Rothschild
(1983), many feminists believe that technology does not free women
unless they control it, and it does not harm their health. Technolory
is seen by feminists as an equity issue, having euerythirtg to do with
wlw benefiÍ.s and. wÍto sr¿þrs, whose opporttutitíes Úrcrease ond" wlase
decrease, wllo creates and wtw accommodøfes (Bush 1983: f 63)'
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Feminism, which can be defined as a world-view tÌ¡at insists on the
well-being of all women, continues to impact on patriarchal western
cultures, calling into question existing explanations of realit5r, and
questioning language itself (Weiler 1989:7I). Feminism acknowledges
that the social domination of women by men is structured, extensive
and constantly reproducing itself, rather than diminishing (Cockburn
1991), and within the health care system, the subordination of the
mainty female nursin$ profession and the domination of tl:e medical
profession, continues (Cheek & Rudge 1996; Darbyshire 1987; Marles
1988;StreetL992;rWearing1996)'Ashley,writinginlgSO'cited
Daly's (L978|274) belief that tte ritLßts of mediclür|e are îDre ofien thilI
rwt sadisftc, with nurses as tÌ¡e token torturers' Payton (f98a) and
chinn (1989) agree, \ rith chinn commentin$ that in the future, people
witl view the 2oth centu4r health care system in America, as treating
physically ill people in a medieval and barbaric manner, as is the
present view of ttre treatment of the mentally ill in the 19th centur¡r'
Health care technology is not viewed as facilitating a pleasant healing
environment in today's health care system'
Feminists need to be particularly concerned with the ways in which
technologies are likely to reinforce masculine dominance, because,
according to Kipnis (f 99O), the controllers and users of technology
have power, and may have attitudes of derogation and indifference to
tlrose for/on whom it is used. WaJcman (f991:L621, a feminist
author, agrees, saying that technologies reveal the societies which
invent them and hence are value-Iaden, and cannot be neutral' as is
sometimes thought. Rattrer, ttrey depend primarily on the distribution
of resources and power amongst different societal groups, and are




Another theme in the literature is the strong link between health care
technologr and capitalism (Banta & Luce 1993; Bates & Lapsley 1987:
collyer 1996); frequently (t)he deuelopment oJ health caÍe techtwloga
ofien seerr.s to lnve LiÍtle retotíonto ímpoftø;rú l'ealthcare needs, except
wltere tlose rrceds tronslate irúo relmbwsable demør'tds (Banta & Luce
1993:33). In 1983, it was reported that in the United States of
America there were 7,OOO manufacturers of medical devices'
producing a total of 5O,OOO separate products (Kessler, Pape &
Sundwall 1987). The links between capitalism, production and
technology become clear when one considers the capitalistic
profitability of American medical device manufacturers who, according
to Jacox and Kerfoot (1990), were ex¡lecting an annual increase in
profitability of 15olo from ]^gg2-4. In another article, Jacox (1992)
states that the use of technologr is responsible for as much as 25o/o (or
more) of the increase in health care costs in the USA during the past
2O years. Within the health care system, the medical profession acts
as an agent of capitalism, manipulating the health care sector for
business corporations (collyer 1996 citing waitzkin 1989, Navarro
1986, & Johnston 1972).
The social dimension of the development and use of technologies,
means that the creation and implementation of new technologies
reflects the priorities and values of white, middte and upper class male
scientists, technologists, academics, executives and entrepreneurs
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(Drygulski wright 1990). This notion of the social dimension of the
development and use of technolory is well supported (Arnold &
Faulkner 1985; Banta & Luce f 993; Bates & Lapsley 1987; Cockburn
lgg2; cramer & zegfeld 1991; Lowe 1989; WaJcman Ig94: Willis
1983). Drygulski Wright (199O:368) asserts that science and
technologr's claim to obiectiuw ard- distønce Jrom political or ecoramìc
interests. . is ctearlg aníIfusíon, while Abel-Smith (1988:ll) remarks
that tl:e
The medical profession encourages technological developments in
order to enhance its professional dominance (Willis 1983) and as a
result of tlris, hospitals are large and more elaborote than . . . Libraries.
churches, and. ørt ga[leries; theA cost Jar îtore to nan, and their
equþment is renewed. more often (Bates & Lapsley 1987:6). New
equipment quickly moves from experimental to standard treatment'
proliferating rapidly (Pillar 19924; Schultz 1980); however, it is
capitalism and men that are out of control, not the technology itself
(Cockburn f985).
In ig89, Lacey stated that Western civilisation now has a sin$le,
universal technological system which he catled mega-technologr' The
most alarming aspect of this mega-technology is its capacit5r for self-
propelled growth. At any $iven time, there are certain potentials for
growth, and these are usually realised. Lacey explored the cultural
myths that promote such technological determinism; for example the
views that technology sustains us; is vitat for our culture; and has to
be accepted v¡ithout question. In nursing literature, Sandelowski
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(1993r{) voices a similar concern about technologr dependence in
health care, defining technolog$ dependence as the stwrt- or long-term
retionce on devlces and- techniqr.rcs to euahnte or to safús¡fu or resolue
trcatth-retøted. need.s or probtems (Sandelowski f9934:37)' This
dependence mirrors Lacey's (1989) view that the cultural trend in
western societies Ís to adopt mega-technologr. Sandelowski (19934:
39) states that the uery existence oJ new techniques mKIA make ttæ
option rlrrlt to chæse to use them a non-option'
Arr earlier author who agrees wittr this point of view is Ladriete (19771,
a philosopher and scientist who stated that technolory actually
creates its own needs, and can have spell-binding power over people'
This dependency is presently extribited in both patients and
caregivers, including nurses (sandelowski f9934). Sandelowski
(199g6) uses the example of invitro-fertilisation being the solution to
not being able to produce a biologically-related child, rather than the
solution to having a child to parent, and hence actually defines t].e
health problem. within tl.e health care system, it is hospital-based
medical staff who are the most dependent on medical technologr
(Banta and Luce 1993), with a resultant proliferation of medical
specialities, and aS a consequence, nursing specialities.
Technologr and sPecl¡ll eatlon
This link between increased technology and the increased
specialisation of health professionals, means that there is a greater
possibility that patient care will be fragmented and de-personalised
(sandelowski 1gg3A: Zwolski 1989), rMith each speciality developing its
own language and values, while focusing on a limited aspect of the
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client's health. Zwolski (1989) sees tl.is as not only fragmentin$
people's care, but also diminishing their uniqueness as huma¡r bein$s'
Iü/ith this in mind, it is understandable that tl.e proliferation of
technolog in the health care system is well documented as being
morally troubting for nurses (Bates & Lapsley Ig87: Carnevale 1991;
Cooper 1993; Drought & Liaschenko 1995: Fleck Lg87: McConnell &
Murphy 1990; Pickler & Munro 1994; Pillar 19928; Ray f 987; Reilly &
Behrens-Hanna l99l; Yates f 9æ).
It is alarming that with the exception of drugs, as m€u."Iy as 9Oolo of all
marketed medical devices/procedures have not been adequately
assessed before being brought into use (Jacox & Kerfoot 1990; Kellogg
1991). This need for assessment is a maJor theme within the
literature (Bates & Lapstey 1987: Battista & Hodge f995; Bush 1983;
collyer 1996; Scott Heide 1982; Marsden I99r: McConnell 1994;
McConnell, Newland, Ma¡rning & Paech 1993; Pelletier lggo; Pickler &
Munro 1994; Pillar 199O: Quivey f99O; Scenario Commission on
Future Health Care Technologr 1987). Historically, nurses 
'were
generalists and therefore versatile, easily able to move from one
department to anotjrer (Ashley 1976). Drygulski tù/right (1990), and
cockburn (1985), both feminist authors, believe that polarisation and
exclusion characterise today's workplace technolory, and this has
certainly been nurses' experience, as health care technolory has
proliferated. The increase in technology and specialisation has meant
that nurses are now frequently fearful about making a horizontal
transition from one unit to another [wichowski & Kubsch 1995).
Cassetta (19934), however, points out that in community care' the
increase in technology will mean that the present separate specialities
of High-dependency and CommunitSr nursing, r¡¡ill need to become
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combined i¡r the near future, thus heralding a merging of these two
distinct specialities. Ttrere is now an i¡rcreasing use of technolory in
home care within the community (carnevali 1985: Cassetta 19934:
Golonka1986;Henderson1985;JacoxL992:Moccia1989:Pai$e
199O; Pelletier 1990), as well as in hospital care' Moccia (f989)
describes this cha¡rge as a diffusion of technologr out of hospitals' due
to the high cost of keeping people in hospital, and Cassetta (19934)
predicts that in the future, technotogr will also be more prevalent in
nursingi homes. Leader and Leipig (1988), cited in Pelletier (1990)
believe that there is an urgent need for research into ttre effect of
increasin$ technologlr in communit5r care, as it may result in physical
or mental health problems for tl.e caregivers involved in its use.
within feminist literature, this concern is mirrored by the concern
that computing technology is consigning women to the home, once
again, through home-working opportunities (Lloyd & Newell f985)'
Recent research has found tl.at older nurses are likely to have a more
positive attitude to technology, \¡/ith confidence about any technology
being a key characteristic as to confidence with technolo$r in the
clinical area (Pelletier 1995). Pelletier (1995) points out that this
confounds an earlier view (Pelletier 1993, citing Yates 1983), that
technology may be det¡imental to nursing because it increases the
dichotomy between education and service. Rather, nursing literature
contains evidence that clinicians are calling for more education about
devices (Pelletier 1995, citing Campbell et al 1988: Golonka 1986;
McConnell f994: McConnell & Nissen 1993;)'
Australian nurses are increasingly concerned about the proliferation
of high cost medical devices, and to date have had very little input into
decisions about their acquisition and use (Australian Nursing
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Federation ISA Branchl 1991; Hickson L992; Marles 1988)' Many
authors are of the opinion that tlris concern mLrst be translated into
action, or there is other-wise the risk of the occufTence of further
subordination of nurses, with their role being dictated to them by
other health care professionals (Brewer 1983; I{ristensen 1989; Marles
lggg; Mcconne[ 1995; McConnelt & Murphy 1990; Simpson 1992E}).
Tïrere ¿rre many nursing articles calling for nurses to assess medical
devices, in order to select tlle most appropriate device for use in any
given situation (Austratian Nursing Federation 1991; Jacox I99O &
L992:Jacox & Kerfoot 1990; Marsden 1991; McConnell 1989, 1994 &
f995; McConnell, Newland, Manning & Paech 1993)'
Power, control and technologY
In 1983, Brewer's (1983:17) research indicated that ít' was specí';líst
coræultarús uslto usere lørgelg responsibte Jor decidirtg whíctru equþmenf
wotid. be required ba their :ul//líuidual departments. These consultants
(or senior medical oflicers) may or may not discuss their decisions
with their nursing colleagues. Alarmingly, Brewer (1983: IO2)
concluded that there had been a Lack oJ ødministrqtiue support
destgned. to protect the ntrse and ttrc patierú, and that there appeared
to be an unscalable wall between the power of the medical profession
and other health care professionals. Marles' (1988) study of nursing
in victoria also discovered that the single most significant problem
identified by nurses u¡as their perceiued tack oJ control ouer the
applicatíon oJ aduances ur medical science a¡td' teclvwlryU to tlet usork
and. theír uork enuironment (1988:24)' Another major issue was the
lack of plaruúrq -for both tlÊ tnptementatÍon and' the conseqtrcnces oJ
technotogicat change (Marles 1988:24). Many nurses are now
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advocating for further research about technologr (Hafm & Alpen 1993:
Hickson 1992; Jacox Lgg2; McConnell 19908; McCorurell & Nissen
1993; Pauly-o'Neill I99r; Pearson 1993; Pelletier 1990: Romano
199O; Sandelowski 19934; Spencer 1995), as have feminists such as
Bush (1983) and Rothschild (1983).
rwhile there is debate about technology in heatth care literature, as is
demonstrated by More and More (1994), there is no mention of ttre
nursing profession. Rutten and Reiser (f988), artd Battista and Hodge
(1995), have done extensive international research about health care
technology, without mentioning nurses. According to Ashley (1976 &
1980), Darbyshire (1987), Jacox (1992) and spencer (1995), nurses
are invisible in medical discourse while doctors are visible within
nursing discourse. Fairman (1992) discusses how past studies of the
development of Intensive care units also focused on machines and
physicians, leaving nurses invisible. Linn (1987:146) states that tlwse
wto do essentul work, øcross and- between teclvticat Labow præesses
are stntctured" out of tÍæ prodtrctiue account. Theg are giuen rw
recogníÍion. This would seem to be very applicable to nurses within
health care literature about technolory.
According to McNeit (19878), ttre relationship between technologf,r,
knowledge and power is very complex. Tivo views in the literature are
firstly, that power is exercised throu$h technologr (Brans f995:
Feldberg & Glen 1983; Griffìths 1985; Hacker t99O; James 1993:
Kipnis 1990: Sofia 1995), and secondly that technolory promotes
power and knowledge differentials (Cooper 1993; Marsden 199f:
Postman 1992 Sandelowski 1993l\). Power does not reside in
machines, but rather, exists in ttre relationship between people
(Foucault 1982; Liff 1987) - that is, in the structure of the labour
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processes, and McNeit (1987E}) warrrs ttrat while technology may
represent power, it does not always realise power for tl.e user'
Technolory such as automated information systems is e:çected to
support nurses and save them work, however technological devices
are also known to change the interaction between people, the manner
in which knowledge is shared, and the way in which people form work
teams (straub & wetherbe 1989, cited in Tonges & tawrenz 1993:16).
Sandelowski (f993,¿\) believes that technology actually increases
labour, as it raises people's expectations and standards of work. This
notion that technolory usually produces both positive and negative
effects is a theme in much of the literature: feminist (Bush 1983;
Feldberg & Glenn 1983; Hubbard 1983; Karpf Lg87; Sofia f995);
cultural (Bates & Lapsley Lg87: Postman 1992); and nursing (Braun,
Baines, Olson, Scruby, Manteuffel & Cretilli 1984; Cooper 1993; Erlen
1994; Ford l99O; Jacox rggo; McConne[ rg94; Sa¡rdelowski 19934 &
f996; Tonges & Lawtenz 1993). Technolory changes people's
thoughts, s5rmbols, and communities. An example of this is that
when computers are used, everythin$ becomes data (Parker L9871'
Postman 1992; Sofia f995). Technology causes social change, and
Daza samper (r99O:3a7) believes that because of this, technology
caruwt be adequatelg met with ittdiuiduøL struiuo;l strategíes, but also
needs the attention of legislators and trade unions. In her research
into the effect of office automation in the USA and \ü/estern Europe,
Daza Samper (1990) discovered that the Western European countries
had far more legislation and government policies about the
implementation and use of technology than did the usA" which had
nil. Countries around the world had responded very differently to the
introduction of offìce automation.
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Throughout human history women have made maJor contributions to
the development of technolory, and were not previously viewed as
being antithetical to it, as is believed by some people today (Griffiths
1985; Kass-Simon & Farnes 1990; McNeil lg78B; Rothschild 198f :
stanley rg83;'WaJcman 1991). Kass-simon and Farnes (1990) believe
tl.at it was ttre professionalisation of various scientific fields which led
to the exclusion of women inventors from fields such as engineering'
Engineers a¡rd technicians have a drive to continually invent, believing
that technological erçansion is progress (Pelletier 1990) and they
shape industrial technology with their values of efficiency'
productivit¡r, profït and control (Hacker 1990). This focus on efficiency
and precision also accompanies the use of computers, and Ford
(I99O) believes that ntlrses' conception of nursin$ will change as
computerisation becomes more widespread'
Impact of comPuterlsatlon
Several auttrors are highly critical of a perceived lack of enthusiasm
from nurses, about using computers (Schroeder & Carter 1989:
Tamarisk 1990), relating this reluctance to a lack of knowledge and
expertise; conversely, Herring and Rochman (1990) found that nurses
adapted more readily to the introduction of bedside computers' than
any other health professionals. These contradictory views illustrate
the problematic nurse/computer relationship, which is confounded by
authors such as 'Wichowski and Kubsch (1995:176) who state that'
(t)lw tech¡:lr¡togicat explosion is Jrightening to euen tlæ most experíeruced
(nurse).
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An assumption about technology, parLicularly information technology,
is that it always makes a positive contribution to tjre lives of tl.e
workers who use it. Yet feminist research into the effect of computers
within a large insurance company clearly demonstrates that
computers have had the effect of isolatin$ their tlsers, and making
them individually accountable for a particular workload, so that
'backlogs' can seem overwhelming (I{nights & Sturdy 1990)' Knights
and Sturdy (1990) believe that computers have given management a
productivity bonus far greater tjiran would have been achievable by
any direct methods of management cont¡ol. Ttris study concurs u¡ith
cockburn's (1985:66) view tl-at tl.e shlrt to computerÍsation ts ø shgft
c¿u)qA Jrom a worker-controtled, pace oJ work, making individual
workers more accountable and increasin$ their work stress'
Hacker (1990), anottrer feminist researcher, carried out a case study
of a large, private telephone company in North America, in order to
investigate the effects of increasing automation on the workin$ lives of
the male and female employees. Surprisingly, affirmative action
policies within this organisation actually gave men more of women's
positions, than the reverse, with women remaining the reserve labour
army. Hacker concluded that corporations select their technology to
focus organisational uncertainty on ttre most disadvantaged groups in
society, with working men directly advantaged by women's
subordination in both their public and private lives. This feminist
research is a sobering case study of the impact of technologr on a
targe industrial workplace, and has implications for nurses.
Cockburn (1985), Feldberg and Glenn (1983), and Hacker (1990) agree
that technologr in industry has led to male workers consciously and
actively keeping women confined in unskitled and low-paid jobs.
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within nursing there are statistically mafiy more male nurses ttran
female nurses in positions of authorit¡r (Gaze 1987; Hardie L987; Hunt
199I; Skevington & Dawkes 1988) and how much this can be traced
to the impact of technology is yet to be defined'
Campbell (19934), a Canadian nurse, describes how
(a) decade qçto, ntfrses begant to s4ffer Jrom læauier and
læøuier *orrc-tood.s at tlæ éøme tíme- thg;t tectvtologíes Jor
workLoad were being
d þars about dectíning





As a consequence of this, regardless of what nurses do and know'
quality care is now measured by documentation, and therefore control
has slipped from nurses (Campbelt 19934). It is little wonder that
according to Simpson (1993), management rewards those urho
embrace technology. Within nursing literature, nurse managers
advocate for technologr in the form of computers, because of their
streamlining effect on administrative procedures (simpson lgg3;
Tonges & Lawrenz 1993), but tlis technologr also gives m¿rnagement
easy access to a wealth of data about their staff and patients, and
hence increases ma.nagement's power and control'
Technologr and nurslng Practlce
Pillar et al (1990) believe that technology has a double impact on
nurses, in that they not only have to understand it and use it, but
they also have to cope with its effect on the people in their care.
Nurses are frequently seen as the mediators, or compensators,
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between the client and the medical devices (Brunt 1985: Curtin 1990;
Fitter L987;Henderson 1985; Mann 1992; McConneu 1989, f99OA&
199OB; McConnell & Murphy 1990; McConnell & Nissen 1993; Selby
lggg). The link between technology and increased stress is also well
established in nursing literature (Ashworth 1987: Bates & Lapsley
f987: Brewer tg83; Laing 1982; Marles 1988; McConnell, Cattonar &
Manning 1996; McConnell & Murphy 1990; Taylor 1989; Yates 1983)'
There is now an increasing body of literature concernin$ technologr
and the nurses who work in Intensive care units (Ashworth 1990;
Carnevale 1991; Cassetta 19938: Clifford 1986; Cooper 1993: Dassen,
Nijhuis & Philipsen l99O: Drought & Liaschenko f995; Fairman 1992;
Halm & Alpen 1993; Herrin$ & Rochman 1990; Laing 1982; Marsden
Ig91; McConnell 19904 Medcof & wall r99o; Quivey 1990; Ray
1987: Schultz 1980; Sommargren 1995; Walters 1994; Wilkinson
l9g2: yates 1983): and patients' ex¡reriences of these units (Ashworth
L987; Clifford fg86; Ford 1990: Cooper f993; Pelletier l99O)'
Paradoxically, Hickson (1992), believes ttrat many female nurses enJoy
working \¡¡ith technological devices in areas such as Intensive Care
Units, contradicting the view that \Ãromen are essentially alienated
from, and by, technologr.
Nursing literature highlights different aspects of the effect of
technolory on client care (Cooper 1993; McConne[ f99OA). Following
their investigation of nurses' use of technologf,r, Mcconnell and
Murphy (fgg0) state that nurses are concerrred about the effect of
technology on empathic, holistic care, because of its effect on nurses'
work, and the nurse-patient relationstrip. The need to make caring
explicit on high-technology units is articulated by Ashworth (1994),
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Cooper (1993), Curtin (f99O), Halm and Alpen (f993) and Wilkinson
(tee2).
While not specifically mentioning touch, Clifford (1986)' Cooper
(1993), Erlen (1994), and Halm and Alpen (1993), state that
technology requires that nurses have increasingly effective
interpersonal skills. Ford (1990), McConnell (1989), Pillar et al (1990)'
Sandelowski (fg88) and Schultz (f98O), all oçlore aspects of the
effect of technologr on how nurses touch tlle people in their care.
Jones and Alexander (f 993), explain that carin$ can be
conceptualised as a nursing technology, if a broad definition of
technologr, which includes technolory as a process, is used. Caring
can then be defined as an interplay of technology and ex¡rressive art.
There is a tendency in our societ5r, and amongst ntlrses, to equate
high technology (machinery) \¡dth high status work (Bates & Lapsley
1987; Marles 1988). It is when this view is expressed that Kipnis'
(1990) ideas about the effect of technolory on interpersonal power
need to be kept in mind. At the same time as the health care system
is anticipatin$ a hi$h-technology future, natural medicine and
childbirth are undergoing a resurgence of interest, in what could be
viewed as a counter-cultural effort to resist the use of health care
technologr (Sandelowski f 993,{). A futuristic view of technology also
finds exgrression in tlle literature and warrants attention.
Cyborgs: human/machlne couPlhgs
During recent years, feminist authors such as Halberstam (1991),
Haraway (f985), Hickson (1992) and Sofia (1995) have begun to
oçlore gender and technolory usin$ post-modern theory, in order to
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create new urays of analysing the human/machine relationship. They
believe that it is no longer appropriate for feminists to state that they
are for or against technolo!f,r, but rather ttrere is the need to tlrcorize
theír posttíon in relo¿tíon to a pLuratitg oJ technotagies (Halberstam
f 99l:44f). Halberstam (199f citing Firestone 1970) states that many
technologies are liberating for women and men (for example fertility
control), unless improperly used. Again the important emphasis is on
how a technologr is introduced and implemented. Hickson (1992)
agrees with tþis view and explains that nL¡.rses need to begin to clearly
map out tl.e technology of nursing.
For Halberstam (1991), technolory udthin multinational capitalism is
full of contradictions which make the gendering of technologf,r as
masculine, to be problematic. Fear of computer intelligence is based
on its link with sophisticated mititary weapons from which it derives,
and this fear has led to technologr actually being $endered as
seductively female and referred to as 'she' within our culture
(Halberstam 1991, citing Huyssen 1986).
In 1985, Haraway wrote about female cyborgs, describing them as
cybernetic organisms that are genderless couplings of machines and
living organisms. She exhorted feminists to grasp the cyborg concept
and use it to reconstruct gender, to the advantage of all women and
men. Halberstam (f99I) also discusses cyborgs, questioning the
origin of the anxiety about the blurring of the machine/human
boundaries, believing that this anxiety stems from the terrifi¿ttg
notion of the radicot potentin| of c-JusÍon oJJeminnífu and' intetLigence -
a releasing of the female body from its bondage to nature. Cyborg
imagery offers an excitin$ future for nurses and the people in their
care.
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This wealth of literature demonstrates that there is an urgent need for
nurses to steer a sound path through ttre contradictory nature of
technolory and their work. An understanding is needed of how
technology is culturally constructed within nursing, and the
regulatory devices that maintain the separation between for example,
technology and touching, while at the same time maintaining the
correlation between professional status and high-technolo$r nursing
practice. How does technologr impact on nurses' control of their
work, exhibited as decision-making abilities? Does technology
increase nurses' power and encourage coltegiality \¡dth the medical
profession? How is technologr put into nursin$ practice? How is the
user-context constructed?
What is particularly needed nour are cultural feminist
poststructuralist perspectÍves for understanding issues such as the
power relations wittrin the healttr care system about technology and
gender; the attitudes of nurses towards technologiy; and the




"ln groundeiltlrcory the teseuchcr
rcquires ìnoestigøtion . . øtgnges,in
liitens to then . . gtndtnllY ülen
peoplc ønd thcn seeks sPecific
othu ìssttcs øs thq øñse." 
,christensen 1996:50)
,,My oton expeñence is centrøl to the c-ritiquc ønd is used øs tltc
coístructioe etement insteail of sometlting to be controlleil or
aooided'" 
(Pugh 1990: r r 1)
Ttris feminist research project is informed by grounded theory (street
f996) and analyses the discourse around technolory and nursin$'
ouestions such as: what are the claims and fears about technolog/?
what are the debates? whose interests does technologr serve? who is
left out, or invisible? are used as the basis of ttre analysis. According
to Stantey and Wise (f 990:39)
c¿ll krwus Jtomthe conditions oJ{s
productio andirreuocab-Lg bears the
Ã'.llri "¡ 
s and intellech,'.t practíces oJ
ttwse . . . researchers urho gíue uoice to iÍ'
Here it is ar$ued that there is no such thing as objectivity and hence
this account is marked by my own personal situation. Ttris chapter
ex¡rlains how I came to understand what I now understand about
technology and nursing, so that otb.ers can make up their own mind
about t1-e findings. The method used is described in detail as are ttre
beliefs underlying the method'
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Feminist research has gender at the centre of the enquiry and in a
recent publication (Paech 1996), I argue that both gender and sex are
socially constructed and hence are interchangeable terms. According
to Lather (1991), within a poststructuralist view, a person is a site of
disarray and conflict and ttris means that they are
(Paech 1996:151)
Øte wtdertying value sysfem oJ rtwsittg tws alwags been lumnnistíc
innature (Paech 1996:153, citing Pelletier 199O) and this is
this humøníst uiew, one's s
a"i.r^n"d as Jemale or møIe . Gender, on the otler
h.o¿nd-, continues to be cofftrnto
(Paech 1996:153)
Presently the Ïl/estern world is gendered as male or female and the
politics of the institutions in which nurses work are also gendered
(Paech 1996 citing Yeatman 1994). It is aspects of t].e gendered
nature of these politics that this research is seekin$ to illuminate,
because
conthuaJly cluttgiry br beíng co¡t'stnrcted) according to 11tlto,.
õn rà, oíra noi, {neg sociallg interact, (and) Ís tn direct
lolt o"t to the humãnist uíeut evident in earlíe-r Jeminist
lit¿rafire and. much oJ the nursíng titerafite, ol o unique,




uery notion of tlæ
as there is a wide
Litg, and PeoPLe do
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not Jìt üæ rigid" stereotApes proÍtDt4 ba- bloWa textbooks'
tn""rrnato oã¿ rrnaícali¿Mrnà¡s (Kg¡ptø;n& Rqgers 1990).
(Paech f996:r55)
In Australia today, a person's gender is based on their Sex' or biologr'
This is demonstrated by Allen, Allman and Powers (1991:55) when
they state that many transse>cual people f1uld ít is necessary to change
their biologA inorder to change ther gender (cited by Paech 1996:155)'
A poststructuralist view is different because it
assurrcs that sexualitg is





crnd" historical u becq'se the futmøn body is
,n*, i"" oJ cutãtal meaning lß<ubh 1993)'
nist uiew oJ biologg (sex) as a"
as chanþing, ís (thereÍore)
sttttcturahist theorg. White
releuant, biologA onLY lr'ø:s
dies are alreadg siÍuated
8e).
(Paech 1996:151)
I believe that the future is likely to bring about choices of sex/gender
categories, Just as there are now choices about indicating one's
marital/Iiving status: it is no longer a simple married or single
dichotomy.
According to Schaffer (L992.29) deconstructive analysis aims to
chattenge LiherøL humønist perspectiues, and reueat contrødíctions tn
ourselues and our discourses. However, deconstruction is not a
method, but a way of thinking about the problem of what is powerful
(Lather 1991). Deconstruction answers the questiort "what does it
îLecrn to know something?" (Nash 1994:66), acknowledging that
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Western discourse is built on the assumption that the masculine
(man) has the right to subdue or dominate the feminine (woman)
(schaffer 1992). Deconstmction of a discourse demonstrates how it
undermines the philosophy that it asserts (Culler 1983), and this has
potentia1lg radícøl institutíonat implícatíons . . oJten distant attd
ûrcakcutqblle (culler 1983:159) and hence this theoretical approach is
very suitable for this research topic'
Discourse is a term which refers to a domain of language use that is
unifïed by common assumptions (Cheek & Rudge 1996)' Discourse is
also expressed in the structure and procedures of organisations and
institutions, as well as in words (scott rg88). It can therefore be
described as
(Paech 1996:f5f)
This researctr is ttrerefore undertaken within a poststructuralist
framework in wtrich meailring is believed to be the product of language'
not its source.
According to Cheek and Rudge (1996)' Foucault demonstrates that
scientifìc medical discourse dominates the health care system, thereby
excluding other types of knowledge. Medical scientific discourse
marginalises and limits others in ttre heatth care arena but actiuelg
errcourages stmilør discourses . . such as approortrcs to fteo;Lth, illness
or treqtment (Cheek & Rudge f996:82). Nicholson and Seidman
(1995) agree, stating tl at science is a powerful social force because of
its ties to institutional practices, including medicine.
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Every resea¡ch mettrodologr has its problems a¡rd culler (r983:22O-1)
points out that there is a critique of deconst¡uctive analysis which
states that: firstly it makes ever5rttring sound the same; secondly it
does not respect the integrity or wholeness of indivÍdual works; and
thirdly that the conclusions reached may be claims about structures
of language and convoluted thought, rather than cotrchtsions about
wtnt a particutar work rraans. Ttrese criticisms are valid and need to
be kept in mind. However, the poststructuralist view that logic and
reason exist in a social system that endorses ttrem, artd therefore facts
are invented, not discovered (Ttrrner 1994, citin$ Watzlawickl 1984)'
underlies this research.
the partlclPants
As a lecturer in nursing, I was privileged in 1995 to co-ordinate and
teach the Bachelor of Nursin$ program for experienced registered
nurses. I quickly became aware of the wealth of knowledge that these
mature age students brought to their universit5r studies' They
questioned, debated and chaltenged the material presented to them'
continually searching for its relevance to their personal and
professional lives. As a result of this, I changed my original intention
of intervieu¡ing nrrrse academics, to involving a random sample of
these RNs in tlle project. This meant that ethics approval was needed
from the university of south Australia, which was already a
requirement because I am a staff member; the Head of the School of
Nursing at city East; and ttre universitSr of Adelaide, w'omen's studies
Deparlment.
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I am always very mindful of the power differential between a lecturer
and student and was concerned lest it compound the power described
by campbell and Buntin$ (199I), Gorelick (1991) and webb (1993
citing Ribbens 1989, and rÙl/ise 1987), as ocisting between a researcher
and the research participants. I therefore decided to approach only
those students who had enrolled in, and completed their degree in
f995 and were no longer'my students'. This decision gave a random
purposeful sample of 2L registered nurses, who were each sent a letter
requestin$ their participation (see Appendix I). They were also sent a
consent form. Eleven of them replied very quickly and tl.ey became
the participants in tl-e research. They happened to be seven u/omen
and four men, all presently working in different health care venues
around Adelaide; two work at tjre same large public hospital' but in
different areas. They have all worked for at least five years as a
registered nurse.
There are considerable benefits in having an established relationship
\¡¡ith research participants before conducting interviews, as this
familiarity may allow shorter, more focused interviews (Reinharz 1992
citing segura 1989), and ttre interviewee is likely to be more
comfortable talking to the interviewer. As feminist research
encourages intimacy, self-disclosure and trust between the
participants and the researcher (Reinharz L992 citing oakley 1981), a
friendship between all çe¡ssrned is one of the desirable outcomes of a
research process, and this project has enhanced my relationship with
the participants. Several of them have contacted me since their
interviews earlier this year, and I will be sendin$ all of them copies of
Chapters 4 to 8 of this ttresis.
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The participants had all briefly discussed health care technology in a
tutorial, during the second semester of the Bachelor of Nursin$ (Post-
registration). Gender within ttre health care system was openly
discussed and the various feminist theoretical ideas had been
acknowledged. The dominance of tl.e medical profession is always
obvious to the students, althou$h some struggle to separate the
sociological viewpoint from their o\Prr personal world, u¡here tlley may
work collaboratively with one or two individual doctors.
Intervlecrs as'conYersatlonst
The participants chose where their interview would take place.
Several interviews \¡¡ere conducted in tl'".e participants' homes but most
took place in my office at the universit5r; one was conducted at the
participant's bedside because she was recoverin$ from maJor Surgery.
Each interview was allowed to follow the direction set by the
participant. The discussion depended very much on their professional
lives, where they were workin$ and where tÌrey had previously worked
or.u/ere planning to work in the future. I wanted to let tJeem talk freely
about their experiences with technolory in order to listen to their
language, and gain a sense of their ideas and feelings about
technology, beyond the exact defìnitions that each had given me. Ttris
correlates with carryer (1995:182) who states that mstnrcfited
reflexive interuiews o;tlow íncorporation oJ Jeetíngs, exchange oJ
íryformøtion o:nd" kttowled.ge qnd Leaue space Jor emancipatorg
outcomes
Ttrere were, however, six broad areas that I particularly hoped to
discuss and hence the interviews were semi-structured. The manner
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in which the interviews were conducted is therefore best summed up
by Farran (199O:93), who says I had- a mental Líst oJ afi the qreas I
wanÍed. to couer ín tÍte intensiew qrd. asked them tt a wag appropriate
to ecrch particular ínteruieu experience. The areas urere: the
participants' childhood experiences with technolory (thought to be a
major considerauon by cockburn, cited in waJcman 1994); their
definition of technolog$i where they had worked in nursing: how
technology is presently impacting on their working lives; any decisions
that are made by nurses, regarding technologlyi and how technology
impacts on their relationship with their clients. Most of the interwiews
incorporated atl of these areas, but some did not because the
participant had other information that they wanted to impart'
The interviews were audio-taped and were carried out over a period of
fìve weeks. Between times I continually went back and forth to the
literature, re-reading it and understanding it differently' My
interpretation of its si$nificance changed as the research process
unfolded. I looked for different points, issues, similarities and
differences and was very conscious of ttre dgnomíc tensionbeüpeenttrc
researcher and"the researcted, struggle q¡td- scíe¡rce, actio¡t e4terience'
method., ard. tlæotu (Gorelick 1991: 47 4)'
It is important that meaning is constructed through participatory
dialogue, not imposed by the researcher (Carryer 1995, citing Acker'
Barry & Essveld 1983: Lather 1988), and because I had known the
participants for 12 months, tlte interviews became conversations, wittr
a major input from the RNs. I was finding out more about their
personal and professional lives and hoped that they would gain some
new ideas about technologr from the nature of the topics covered.
Just as oakley (r99o) refutes the notion that an interview is a one-
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way process with no personal meaning regarding the social
interaction, I felt a deep interest in ttre participants'working lives and
the effect of their undergraduate study on tjreir careers. Several are in
tJre process of changing their employment or apptying for promotional
positions and it was particularly interesting to hear how technology
had impacted on these choices.
Each conversation was a unique experience wittr participants varying
as to their desire to lead or shape ttre inten¡iew process' Several
participants required very little prompting, appearin$ to want to tell
me a great deal about their present experiences, speaking comfortably
for at least an hour. Most were thoughtful and required some
prompting with open ended questions and one particular participant
who gave very brief, quiet, answers shortened the Ínterview to 35
minutes. In this instance I was reluctant to keep asking questions
and felt that this participant was in a hurry to be finished' While this
participant was speaking I debated whether or not to ask them to
speak more slowly and distinctly, but decided against it, prefering
rather to conduct another interview if this was necessarJ¡. This turned
out to not be necessarJ¡
only one participant stated that they had given the topic a lot of
thought prior to the interview, the others'were happy to wait and see
exactly what I wanted to know. In order to shape the interwiews as
conversations, I deliberately responded at times to participants' ideas,
because I did not want to be seen as 'the questioner' or 'the listener': I
wanted to converse with them. This behaviour also encouraged a
more relaxed discussion, rather than a situation where the
participants may have felt that they were being interrogated' I
frequently asked a question in several different ways ('How do you
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defìne technolog/? what does the word mean to you?') to give t]re
participants time to think and also to relax the atmosphere for both of
us.
I believe that the inten¡iewer should not be afraid to be seen as a real
person during the interview process, agreeing with oakley (r99O:58)
that personal involvement does not create bias, but allows people to
krww each other antd" to o¿dmil others útÍo ttæír liues. These semi-
structured in-depth interviews, or conversations, required deep
concentration on my part, as questions had to be worded in such a
way as to make them relevant for each individual participant. There is
no escaping tl.is manipulation if ttre researcher is to hear information
that focuses on their research topic. Also, my decision to encourage
the participants to talk freely, resulted in changes to the order of the
topics covered in each conversation.
Given that gender is at the heart of feminist research, it is worth
noting that gender would have impacted on the nature of the
information discussed during the conversations (Layland f 99O). 
'We
all spoke as gendered women and men, and as registered nurses,
working \Ã/ithin a gendered heatth care, or education system. williams
and Heiker (fgg3) researched the impact of the interwiewer's gender
on a research process involving male nL¡.rSeS and concluded that the
participants used the interviewer's gender to gauge the interviewer's
orientations and opinions. These then framed the gendered context
within which the participants developed their responses. According to
Williams and Heiker (1g93), the gender of the intervievüer does impact
on the nature of the information given, but in-depth interviews have
t}readva¡rtageofaltowingtheparticipantstoclari$rt}reirpositionsand
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frame their responses diptomatically, constantly checking on the
development of mutual understanding.
I am sure that while the participants for the most part felt comfortable
talking \¡/ith me, they were also aware of tryin$ to $ive me ttre answers
that they thought I would like to hear. I was conscious that they
wanted to help me by giving me tjre data I required and several had to
be reassured at the conclusion of our conversation, ttrat this was the
case. I hope to clarify with them whether they experienced the
interviews aS conversations. How do they remember the process?
This will guide my understanding of whether this is a realistic
possibitity, for future research. I was certainly very relieved that I was
no longer in a lecturer-student relationship with the participants' as I
am sure that this would have created further anxiet¡r for them
regarding their desire to please me.
Tlanscrlblng the data
Each participant was assi$ned a pseudon)¡rn, in order to maintain
their anonSrmity and data were transcribed with every 'tlmm', 'err',
pause, and laugh included, as tltese can Índicate social tension or
deep thought. Personally t¡anscribing the taped interviews also gave
me a very detailed memory of what had taken place during each
interview, which was helpful durin$ the analytical stage of the
research. When directly quoting the participants in the following
chapters, I have made occasional alterations to some of the sentence
structure in order to improve the fluency of the quotes' The
participants' meanin$s have not been altered in any way by this
editing.
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Analysls of the data
A researcher listens to others and then interprets their stories into
another story that changes the researcher, giving the researcher
ownership of the story (Fine f994). As this was my fìrst experience
with independent qualitative research, I was surprised by the time
and mental energr involved in the analysis of ttre in-depth interviews'
The participants had been allowed to talk at length about the topic in
any way that was meanin$fuI to them and it required an immersion
time in the data of some weeks, in order for the common themes and
ideas to be crystallised and reportable'
AII qualitative analysis is partial and cuts down the richness of the
data (Farran 1990). Facts do not exist to be gathered up and hence
data collection is actually data construction (Farran 1990; Pugh
I99O). During my analysis of the data I considered the following
questions suggested by Farran (f 99O): what is informing my opinion of
whatisttreSame:orimportarrt;ori¡relevant?Theparticipants.ideas
were measured against the ideology in the literature, and my own
professional views, and as themes were revealed, chapter headings
became obvious'
Nicholson and seidman (1995) make a case for social postmodernism
aS a theoretical framework, as it incorporates deconstruction with
some of the analysis and synthesis of the modernist tradition of social
ttreorising. This seemed to suit this proJect the best and I focused on
a deconstructive narrative analysis which looked at technological
social relations rattrer than the discourse of technology: an analysis of
ttre creation of struggles around hierarchies of pov/er and legitimation;
inequalities in behaviours and relations; issues of constraint and
scarcit5r. Does technology, in the form of new equipment, chartge
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power relations and work practices in worksites, to ttre advantage of
employers and at the qq)ense of workers? rwhat local power relations
are at work? Are ttre nlrrses experiencing themselves aS post-
humanist cyborgs? (Lather 199f).
Some of the issues that appeared after the fìrst two interviews were
control; status; occupational health and safety; workload; stress; who
benefits?; who makes the decisions? over the weeks that followed'
these issues were framed and reframed within the participants'
narratives, until they evolved into the chapters atread' My own view of
technology as helping to achieve goals, but always at a human cost,
went with me in tl.is process. My professional ex¡reriences of seein$
technology as an expensive tool of management and tl.e medical
profession, rather ttran always of benefìt to nurses and clients, was
my biased startin$ position for the analysis'
Hodge (f995) argues that I am one of some 9'620 academic staff at
newly formed universities throughout Australia, who need to
undertake higher degrees. He believes that a significant number of us
are hþhtg motiuated but mtrginat (møture, academicallg experíenced'
pqrt-time) students, Joltowing rnarginal (transdiscipLinary, applied,
uníryrc) courses oJ sfitdg (1995:39). We may be undertaking study in
the 'New Humanities', within a postmodern framework which is
responsive to ¡tetu wo¿As oJ thinkfr:](,, writw and prodtrcÛtg knowledge
(Hodge 1995:38). According to Hodge (1995), a postmodern thesis is a
piece of writing rather than a piece of research; may have a dispersed
theme, rather than a focused topic; describes a fragmented world
rather than a coherent world; and does not summarise an ar$ument'
but rather strin$s quotes together, possibly being seen, therefore' as
unori$inal.
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The next chapter certainly contains many quotes, because the
participants are ürtroduced and they speak of their backgrounds and
their attitudes towards technology. This chapter affirms that the
participants are central to the research process and precedes the
detailed exploration of the term 'technologr' which takes place in
chapter fìve.
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Gendered participants, $endered knowledge
Chapter 4
,,ln ttirtuatty eoery cultute, genlu- itiffuence is funilaruentøl to
socialorgøiisøtionøndpusotuli¡lsttt¡tY"' 
*"rcman lggl:f 1)
In order to better understand ttre participants' attitudes towards
technolo$ in nursing practice, the gendered nature of their childhood
experiences warrants ex¡rloration. All eleven participants are
presently employed in a variety of health care facilities throughout the
metropolitan area of Adelaide. six of them, 4 women and 2 men, work
part-time; Sonia, Tania and Lyr because of parenting responsibilities'
and Jane, Adrian and Glen, for a varÍety of reasons including full-time
study, and permanent night duty shifts. These emplo]rment situations
reflect the relative ease with which RNs can often negotiate full-time
and part-time work.
Three participants, Adrian, Ann and L,aura work in adult Intensive
Care Units, in either a private or a public hospital, wtrile Eve works in
a Neo-natal Intensive care and Midwifery unit. Glen works in a
Coronary Care Unit; Sonia in an adult surgiical ward: Andrew in an
adult medical ward; and Tania in a mixed medical/sursical ward for
adults. Jane is employed in a nursin$ home; Lyn in a private medical
practice: and Peter in a community mental health service' This
variety of professional backgrounds informs the research from a wide
cross-sector of nursing discourse and also gives an informative look at
contemporarjr nursing practice in Adelaide, highlighting the wide
variety of empto¡rment possibilities within nursing.
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Three of the participants, Tania, Eve and Andrew talked of travelling
and workin$ within Australia and overseas in places such as England
and New Guinea; while AÍì.n, Glen and sonia, were all born in tl.e
United Kin$dom and now live in Australia. Many of them, both male
and female, corunented on how nursing had given them the freedom
to leave home, and the option of international travel and work. This
had been a major contributing factor in ttreir decisions to become a
nurse
when responding to questions about their childhood oçeriences the
participants talked of a variety of role models and gender ex¡lectations
within their families. Jane and Glen both had mothers who fixed cars'
Jane, describin$ her ctrildhood in Australia, said
(M)g ¡ruJfIrLís very - . - stæ sort oJI supryse, wore tlæ pants in
the Jamilg. And. mg da.d's a motor mechanic and he was
atwøgs btsa - and- uould.ittst teLL Ítum ouer the phone d our
caÍ wa.s.:ù't workÍng - Íww to do it . . ønd stte'd haue to get
out: and' she,d. d9 itl (laughin$. so she was mg role modet,
and" sle - so r atwags had trtø¿t Jeetng tr.tat gou can do it, d
youhaue aborstt
Jane gave a pÍcture of her mother as capable and assertive, and able
to carry out repairs on the car, in consultation with her husband'
Ttris cont¡asted with Jane's present gendered life experiences with her
husband.
(aur woslning møchine did stop the otler dag, and- it was
jttst nnbøIørwed., and I frddted wiÍlt it. But then when I iust
dídn,tkraw. . . itkeptonwtbatarcing. Immediatelgl went
and. asked (her husband). He wouldn't necessaríIa ask me .
. . . I know he wouldn,t actuallg. He,d jttst do ít, ard i'f lw
coutdntfittd. ou|. tw'd. perhaps get o repair mo:rL And whíIe I
cogtd" Jìddle and. see what I tlwWht (pause) but he woutdn't
(¿sk me. . . and" I'd. caIL him aJeminist møle, bLIt I know lrc
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usouldn't in that instance. And with tF¿e car, he woutdnt
e4tect ttaat I wotid" krwu; (pause) lrc wouldn't consult me on
tlæ sqme leuel about wlto:t u@s wrorg'
Ttre comment about bein$ consulted 'on the same levef is an oblique
reference to the power and status that accompanies technological
expertise and knowledge, which is frequently gendered masculine'
Jane went on to talk of the gender demarcation in her present
household, re$arding kitchen appli¿mces.
Imju.st th¡nkútg what else . . . we'ue got a BreuíIle mixer tfut
ís Fne. But (husband) dæsn't krww ttow to work il., and- he
would, (pause) , tte'd. consult me in that. He does a lot oJ
cooking, and- I so¿A, Aou know, "Whg don't gou use ttrc
mixer?,, A¡td- he'd" coræult me and, LÍsten to me, Jor me to teLt
hímlww to use il,.
Jane's present married life is more ri$idly gendered regarding
technolory than was her childhood.
Jane believes that some technology, for example intravenous'pumps
which deliver drugs continuously to patients, do benefit the patients'
but also believes that the pumps can be a source of stress to RNs.
I just Jett, being the onlg RN oru laokw afier 28 (residents),
certaintg, Jrom a paín perspective, iÍ, wq.s wond.erJul . . . bltt
ínüir¿tLy I wc¿s thirtking 'oh na, not someone coming with a
pump'. I iust had a negatíue imnge. But q's time went on
goujust got used" to it, qnd.I so;w tlrc posrfiues otútaeíghed
tfæ negatiueJeeling.
Glen, who enjoys working in a high-technology nursing environment,
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laughed about his childhood ex¡reriences with machinery, saying
Bíkes, ges! I cart do bíkes! p¡Æh Bíkes! (laughter) Buf ttot
cats, no! fue ftexer been i¡tto cars! . . .I usedto breakttæml
(laughter)
Glen's father was not involved with cars, but his mother was'
MgJaffierwould,w,blltmgmotherrtstgotintfære!SomU
mother ønd, ma urrcle used to ftx tÍæ motor car - motor
engínes in cars. She rlas into cars becouse her Jøttrcr u)as
an engtrcer, and- she was at the - Líke at the elbow o;LL the
tüne, and læ usould- teach trcr st4ff and she usuøtlg taught
my JatÍær thíngs. Buf. we were Í7euer atlowed in ftrc 
garage,
becanse we mtght get into trottble or break somethíng- I
neuer got into ca.rs. Mg wif,e's done a mecr.ianíc cotrse Jor
the car!
A picture was $iven of a capable woman' working alongside a man 
to
repair cars, but not encouraging her son to participate' Glen'
however, was interested in seeing how things worked, and used to
break watches and clocks in order to do this, and then put them back
together again. His fìrst employment afler leaving school was with a
computer firm
costing antd. accotuúing and. stt4ff Líke tlwt . - and euenftow -
I dont mñdfiddtirq wíth - words for wi¡tdows and" stt4ff Líke
tha:t.
Another participant, Ann, was raised by her mother, who was also a
nurse and Ann described her as very technolo$ically competent'
referring to her as
the prøctica| person in the hottse. . . . she u)a's a" single
parent, so she hod that practicat berú. she atways had to
. do c¿LL those sort oJ mole chores, or angthing in tÍæ
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rtotsehotd. so I think I got that Jrom ma nuttrL Definiletg.
she u.¡as good at tackLing problems oJ a practical nafise. . . .
. . Ím the person tho¿t fines tle uideo in ma twtselald. and.I
- I e4joy - I fi1d it a challerge.
Both Ann a¡rd her mother do not fit the gendered female stereot5pe.
Ar¡n's personal comfort with technolos¡ calTies over into her nursin$
work, where she also enjoys tl.e challenge of being confronted with
new machinery, and havin$ to work it out for herself' She said' I don't
tend"to getJazed.. . . .lmnot ateclutoplobe. she presently works in
an ICU and spoke of her feelings about the high-technology
environment.
Its something trÚ¿t I Jorced. mgse[f to do, becouse I warúed
the challenge. Inífia\Ig it utas definitetg - tlTe scare Jactor
was Large - bur. ü was somethíng I wa¡úed to ouercome, a nd" I
dtd. fu I loue it, gouknow, I reallg e4iog iÍ'!
Ann,s enthusiastic words combined the acknowledgement of the
challenge of machinery, evident from the ot]rer participants, with the
practical gender role model of her nurse-mother'
I c¿lwags thÛlk to mgself, 'weLL, if can',t be that hard" becanse
. . we,ve got to use ít, ít can't be that didficult. (pause) So
that's tww I took at - øpprooßh" the møchine - tl.'s rwt goitq to
beat me!
Ttrere is a notion Of nurse versus new machine, in Arur's wordS, with
herself as the determined and inevitable victor. she talked of
informati on comÚtg of gou from the machine, conjuring up pictures of
a bombardment of facts. For Ann, rising to the challenge of
technologr, has resulted in a love of it, atthough initially the scqre
Jactor w6¿s targe. Her face lit up when she talked of her work
environment, and the peopte in her care. One comment she made was
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tl-at she works in an ICU, so that she can maintain excellence in her
nursing care, because on each shift she is only required to care for
one, or perhaPs two, PeoPle.
Eve presented an entirely different picture of her childhood because
she was raised on a farm.
(w)e all had" to tearn to driue becat se our local exchange was
ontg openJor an rür,w in ttæ morning and. an ltour at nþht, so
if we ran into tTouble we had. to get to our exchange . . . . Íue
alwc¿gs mucked" around. on tlæ Jana I suppose. Íue øLwags
been able to drfue a ute, a tractor, a motor-bike, but other
tlaarl that, rwt mtrclrt møchinery I tf-]':ÚLk weiust \eamed
bg steering uhen dad. was ctutckíng otrt lng to tlæ sheep, or
whateuer. It wa.s ow resrynsibíIifu to steer the uehicle, ønd-
as soon a.s we cottld" totrch the pedals we iust aII nahtralLg
Iearnedto drlue. þ fue been doing ít sÛæe f uras abotú 70, I
guess.
Eve's attitude to technolory is summed up by her words that (I)t a,LL
fuíls dousnto logíc and. sens íbíIw. Her pragmatic approach allows her
to feel comfortable with new equipment, once given an Inservice on it.
she can then w.derstand. tlrc whgs and. tlw wlerebgs Jor iÍ'.
Eve did not talk about childhood experiences with her mother,
perhaps assumin$ that technolog$ only refers to equipment gendered
masculine in our culture, or perhaps because she found being
outdoors more enjoyable. She has worked as an RN in several
outback venues including as a First Aid and Safety Offìcer on a gold
mirle, and in the Nur:rinjarra Health Service'
Tania, L5m, Laura and Peter all experienced a more stereot54>ical
suburban childhood, vvittr the women doing chores inside the house,
and the men fìxing the cars and tinkering in the shed' Both Tania
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and Laura had mothers who worked full-time, which limited tl.e time
they had available for activities around the home. I¿'ura's mother is a
textile studies teacher, and Laura referred to gender roles when she
spoke of being taught ørLI the girlíe things Líke lww to cook ønd' Ílow to
sew .. (and) how to knít ond. crochet. l,aura did not think of t]rese
activities as technological, and laughed about how she moved into
science subjects at secondarSr school, because she found ttrem easier.
It wa,s easg for me to do clemistry, bíolqg, and. phgsics and"
mntlß . . and I eviog that sort oJ usork. I'm a uery 'Iefi-brain'
person! It's atmo.st tfte - I feel tíke mg corptts callosum ís
seuered. becantse I'm so lefi.-braínedl (laughter). so sort oJ
scientftftc in mg thinkingl I thiftk tho¡t's whg I'ue . . been
attracted" to . . higtt-powered techrwlryg sort oJ areas'
Her personal enJo5rment of technolory was not something that Laura
was aware of when she decided to become a nurse. Her response to
this suggestion was a defïnite Not Not at aIL We had" one comptÍer at
scfwol when I teft ß)o I reallg didttt see angthittg oJ techralogg
urúit I started" nursing. Laura agreed that the domestic appliances
with which she has been familiar, all her life, are not understood to be
'technolog5r'. If s ínteresting thqt men dont ofien ktww ttow to work a
microwave. Bttt as Aou soL1, people don't thÚtk oJ íf as tecÍuwlogg'
Laura is one of the younger participants and was very enttrusiastic
about technologr. When asked whether she enjoys it, she replied
I do! I do acfitalhy! . .Irrd"thc¿tI - if Iittst rela>c - and'Ifildif
I just haue that qttüude, if I push enough bttttons, I'LL Jìnd-
uÍwt I :¿l,ø¿nt. Ar|d I generøIly do fitd" who;t I wa¡tt! . . . Ím
rwt of,røid to c¿sk questions oJ people, if I don't krwta what Ím
doW . . . . I egioA a challenge euery døy'
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Tania's childhood was one where tinkering with cars, in tl.e shed \Ã/ith
dad, was only for her brotjrers. Her exlrerience of machinery was only
a sewtng machine, words which negate the complexity and skill
involved in sewin$. wtren Tania was asked whether she presently
enjoys technologr, she rePlied
Yes and" tl} . . . I thínk perhaps the worst thttg is ttnt gou
tend" to bejust throun into í1,. I mean officiøLlg gou get
soî.eone took@ oxer Aour sÍtotÌJder, and- ø:LL this, bttt in reat
Llfe, gou know, it's ofren tlæ case oJ'Oh mg goodness Íue got
thisr Especíøtla d they'ue (a person in hospital) been
transJerred-lrom ø¡tottrcr ward. . . . gou're the senior on, and-
gouthirtk'wftæps! fmsupposedtoknow thisr' . - . .It's øbit
l:ø;ir-raising!
L5m,s early childhood experiences with technology also fitted the
cultural gender stereot54re. She $rew up living in a suburban house
with her parents, 2 sisters and 3 brotl-ers'
(Î)he boas mowed. tlrc tølwræ wíth ttrc Lawn-trtower, and ttrc
girls cooked. ín ttrc kitchen wiÍh the Mix-master. That w(¿s
uery rnuch so. The bogs dídn't ltaue to do tlÊ disrßs artd. ttrc
girls did.. I meqn that changed- ouer tíme, but certainlg when
I think abotú when we were . . Late primøry scltooL, tlut was
stiïL the case. I have q" bone to pÍck wíth dad becøuse th-e
boas were giuen a cor when theg Leørned to driue. Dod
bought a cdr so the boas could. driuel A¡td. u:Íæn tle girls got
thef; lícense tÍære was fto cø;r boughtJor tlrc gÍrls to driue - . -
iÎ rrúrs a. uera sexist househoLd for sure! (laughter)
completeta! There tr)øs a reøL deÍinite spttt oJ
expectations - and" I thiftk tltqt came -from dqd . . tÍ:tirgs haue
changed- Í1ou). Dad. does a lot fnùre qround the lwttse - . -
¡ww that we'ue lefi lwme Altlwttgh ftl øLwags giue him
credit: he did. slþp - I mean lrc atwa;ys shøred tle stwppittg.
TÍære u)ere clwres outsíd.e tÍæ ttouse that lrc did", qnd' there
were clwres insíde ttrc hottse tr.iø;t were mum's domaín. I
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guess t|¿o¿t's how theg spLit it up - that's the wag tlrcA
worked.
I was interested to hear Ljrn's present feelings about the technologi
with which she works, and in order to clariÛr this point, asked her
whether she enjoys using the equipment. Her reservations about it
v/ere linked to the stress involved with having sole responsibility for
the cleaning of equipment worth many thousands of dollars'
Yes! And. that's alwags tlrc stress! And it's uery expensiue
equþrnenL, uery delicate equþment, and if, something goes
wrotTg, it ttsuøLlg gæs wrong in a m4ior uaA'
Lyn explained how any malfunction of this equipment would impact
on everybody.
The patíents, tle doctors, and me. Æ1d. tlwt - aes - I haue a
resportsibilífg and,I take rf uery seriouslg, as Jar as keepÛq
ttase úætntments the way I belieue tlrcg slnuld be kept.
One younger participant, Peter, was quietly amused about his
complete fulfilment of the male stereotS4re, conunenting laughingly, r,m
right Ínto toys! Peter at fìrst did not relate his enjoyrnent of gadgets to
his childhood, saying that as a child there was no gender emphasis in
his family about the males liking machinery, but went on to say
wetl mg Jather, I guess mg Jother høs a- mechqnicaL
bøckground . . so we o]¿wo;gs - he alwags fixed the car
himselJ, so r ¿uøs o;\wags out tlwre usüh him fixing the cør,
and. putting motor-bi,kes to pteces, qnd push-bikes and oLL
thot kind" oJ staff - buitding go-carts qnd so I guess (pause)
t'r¿c¿t coutd- hque been q, start I guess ustth technotogy.
ALthough it's different to whøt I'm ínuolued in now.
Mecl'rrnics f gtress, started me.
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Peter spoke of a childhood interest in music, which he shared with his
younger brother, and how ttrey had electric guitars and amplifters'
From there he went on to consider his mechanical work rvith his
father, as though the gendered nature of these experiences had been
so natural, that they had never appeared as a significant part of his
present enthusiasm for technology. The fact that his experiences in
the shed with dad had revolved around the pursuit of leisure, or
pleasurable activities such as riding bikes and go-carting, was also
interesting. This pursuit of leisure would perhaps contrast sharply
with those of the women, whose interactions with technology may
have been related to chores, or creatinS somethin$ useful for the
family, by cooking or sewing.
Adrian, ttre most experienced male RN, also spoke \Ãrith unreserved
enthusiasm about the technology in his personal and professional life'
His tone of voice and facial ex¡rression reflectingi his enjo¡rment' Ifs
Jantasticll Greatll
When describing his childhood years, Adrian reflected on the lack of
technology he experienced and how the last twenty-five years have
seen an ex¡rlosion of technologr in nursing practice.
we came ,from a. poor bockground ushere ue didn't haue
ú¿ccess to anything tíke that (machinery and gadgets) - euen
a Mechqrw set. so rfs atl tew Jor frte - tÍwougÍt nwsíttg. we
didnt lwue a cat, and the washittg machi¡rc was uery símple
but we're to¿lkirg about (pause) quite sofne time ago - 35 or
4o gears ago - a, Uery long time ago. Tl]líttgs haue charged
dramøticatlg wíthtt that períod . It all luppenedJor me,
ouer tlrc span of probablg the Last 25 aears. Definilelg
(speaking slowly) . And rnore so in the Last (pause), the
changes :naue been so dram.atic ouer tlrc tast (pause), 5
aears, ord- I tr¿Útk ít's gettít'rg Jaster ønd.faster. I mean I læk
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at it wxh a uíew oJ anticipation and excitement, but at the
s6¿rne tinæ it certaín[g cornes wit|. soÍ16 sort oÍ personatsost.'
beccruse to øssimÍtate tlæ amouttt oJ chørqes, part'tcularlg in
nursing, that are happening - and. I think Jor new people
comíng into ru¡rsíng and usíttg teclvwlryy, it's fate, becquse
they don't haue to'tutlearrr'.. Bttt with anaorte thaÍ's been in
nursing Jor quile soffæ ttme, it's uery hard to urtleo:nt old-
pr(rcttces and. adapt ræw oftes, especiotlg wilhtectnolryg.
This concept of 'unlearnin$' and adapting to new technologies in
nursin$ practice, mentioned by Adrian, was also a concern for Sonia
who spent her childhood in England. She commented that the nicest
thing about tfaining as a nurse in the 196Os, was that it was really
prior to technology. sonia did not reflect on her own childhood during
the interview, but spoke at lengtJr about her concern that present
technology is impacting very significantly on nursing practice' she
talked of her shock when she discovered the technolory associated
with present acute care in hospitals, following some years out of the
workforce because of parenting responsibilities'
@tlat was wlrcn tte shock reatLg impoctedl . . . as to wlnt
c1inical work usas goirE to be a;tL about So I had the cløice
qfter ttwt as whether I would- resþn; wtether I usotid go into
Aged care - usttich most peopLe thottght aou sruc/uld do lf aou
did a ReJresher back into nursing after 5 geørs absence.
Euerybúg thought that perhaps uou should go into Aged
Cøre, because thg¿t would. be wfære gou'dfiÍ" ' ' So (pause)'
once iss¿red the chotterlge I thotrght'No wag!' so lue staged
inttÊ acute care settíttg since.
Sonia spoke of her determination to cope with the machinery involved
in modern post-operative care, seeing it as a matter of provin$ her
professional abitity. The expectation that older nurses could only look
after older clients in a low-tech environment, she believed to be
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derogatory, and Sonia was determined to update her skills, to give
herself choices about where she could work'
The fourth male participant, Andrew, does not share Glen, Peter and
Adrian's ent¡usiasm. In fact he feels the opposite about technolory.
I'd. haue to say that it probabtg scq.res me rnore than
ørrythíng. Youklow, going back to mg owtt scfroolírtg, weLL
ttvre useredt thíttgs híke compufers . . . I think about the most
excítirtg thing we got when u)e were at school, wo;s a.
catcutator! (laughter) So I suppose ouer the years' ttre
exposure that I'ue had to technologg in ma nursing
proþssion and- then especínllg tast year (at university) - I
was uery apprelrcnsiue . . I Írcan Líke cD-RoMs and
computers in Libraries and things tike that - ít tuos iust
ouerwhetmwl . . . Technologa ín ma own lde - a.s r so:íd., I
thínk computers strlt do really qufie scare rne'
When I asked "Thinkin$ back to your childhood, were there role
models in your family? Were mum or dad particularly good urith
machinerf, or fìxing things if they broke down?" Andrew replied
Nol lt,s furng gou stwuld. sag that. we were very (panse)
it's still a stutding joke between ø;tl of us - there are tlree
boîs in our Jamilg, and Like - mA Jather - none of us - we
couldn't euen hammer a nø;il in! We',re rlrit ho:nd:arrr.en at aLL!
þ I thttk perhaps . . I certqínLy had role madels, gou knau),
tr¿c¿t I was exposed" to - had opportutxies to eitlrcr go attd- do
wooduork or mechø:nics or whateuer, but itjust neuer
øppeøled to me! And" I think thot probabty Læking øt mg
ownJamíIg síhtqtion, í1. reølly møkes me thi¡tk abottt gerrctics
I suppose. Thc¿t aLLoJus - none olLts ltaue ang desire - nane
oJ tls qre at cllL'hartd:/. And- we're not tinkerers'
Andrew spoke confidently and vigorously, comfortably accepting his
feelings and the knowledge that if he has to, he can interact
successfully with computers and other technology. He just does not
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find the prospect appealing. Andrew is the only participant to
describe a fear of technology in both tris private and professional life'
Time did not allow for an exploration of whether he enJoys usin$
domestic appliances such as a microwave oven or kitchen blender.
Household machinery was not talked about as technology by any of
the participants except for Ann, when she described her mother as
doing all tlwse sort oJ male cltores, or anything in Ûrc lwtselald' This
clearly illustrates that for Ann there is a distinction between chores
gendered female and chores gendered male. This raises the issue of
the gendered nature of technologr, and whettrer it is seen to be things
used by men. This would explain why the discourse of nursing in our
culture omits any reference to technical nurses, or technical women.
Not one of tl.e participants entered nursing understanding that it
involves technologr.
The varied responses from the participants individually prove' and
disprove the notion that males are likety to find technology more
attractive than females. while it is possible to hear the influences of
their childhood in their present approaches to technologr, it was also
clear that attitudes can, and do, change over time, and that fear of
technology can be overcome. Five partÍcipants, Ann, Peter, Adrian'
Iåura, and Glen, verbalised their enjo]rment of the challenge of new
technology, while another five, Jane, Sonia, Tania, Lyn and Eve' have
mixed feelings about it. They know that technology has advantages
and disadvantages for them, as well as the people in their care'
Both sonia and Tania, who have been nursing for longer than the
other female participants, have reservations about the impact of
technologr on the work of registered nurses in general sur$ical wards.
Their ex¡reriences may reflect Adrian's view about the difficulty of
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'unlearning', as well as their knowledge that mechanical devices
absorb nurses' time and attention, adding to their workloads and
diminishing the time available for other aspects of clinical care.
several of the men, Peter and Adrian spoke of men being attracted to
technology, more so than women, and Adrian made some very
interesting statements about gender differences he believes exist in
the way RNs work in a high-technology unit. He believes that male
RNs are less likely to share their knowledge than are the females'
using it as a source of Power.
Men, as,far as f ue obserued", tend. to be - íl,s more oJ a pouser
base for the maLe to haue controL oJ the equípment: and- to
tend to extend. his knou,rtedge wh-en women qren't - ttle
JemøIes don't Jurtction Like thqt within ttnse untfs; tlrcg tend
to u:ant to sltoLre theÍr i4formøtion . . . wltich is ÛtÍeresting,
when men don't. They tend. to be - theg'Lt reseørch a. new
piece oJ equþmerú and get the knowledge on x, but tlrcg're
rrqre rehrcto¿nt to sha¡e ttÊil iryformafíon, where JemaLes do'
(pause) I think the qualita oÍ expertise is certaintg equaL
Neither sex Ís ang better tlwn tlte otÍær. The uog (pause)
that tlrcg use ttwir expertíse ís different ' ' this mþht
sound a biÍ, horrible, but I think thea (men) øjlso Like ottrcr
stqff to be dependent on tfÊt knowledge'
Adrian went on to say that in his experience, male RNs in high-
technology areas do not network amongst themselves, but work in an
insular m¿ulner. He also believes that in the future, more women will
want to work in these areas
because theg're equojllat as bríght with equipment: qnd
theg,re Jantastic; tley're doing reøLLy useLt . . . I thttlk goull
rrr¿d that men will start - the numbers u:íIL be less Û¿ hrgrl-
dependenca areas and men wiII go - witl try and get into
ffvrnageff.ent more-
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Ttris comment raises many issues about $ender and power, reflecting
Cockburn's view (cited by McNeil 19874: I92) that technological
innovation does not create opportunities for women' because the
socual division of labour may change, but it persists. As more women
enter any particular strand of technical work, it tends to be re-
classifìed and reduced in status, wittt men movin$ on to another area'
The complex relationship between gender, knowledge, power and
technology in nursin$ work, is compounded by nurses' relationships
with medical officers. In order to discuss this further, it is first
necessaÐ/ to clariff the meaning of the term technology.
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What's in a name? "Technology''
Chapter 5
"çf)lrc concept staggers undet the interprctìue load."
(Laudan 1984:5)
,,(T)he oery definìtion of whøt is technology is ptoblematic'
reftecting{hc gendueilaahtes oftheilcfitrcrs'" 
1ra*rf I9g7:t6O)
rwhen one searches for a definition of technologl in health care
literature, the $endering of history referred to by Stanley (1983)
becomes obvious because technolo$ is defined in medical terms' A
commonly used defìnition is from the United States Government Office
of Technologr Assessment (1978), and states that technology is the
dltgs, deuíces, and. medícat and. surgícal præedures r¡sed in health
care, and,tÍæ organisarronal and. sttpportfirc sgstems witl¡¿in wrtÍcl¡. s¿rch
care is prouided.(Banta & Luce 1993:9). This definition clearly implies
that health care technolosr i¡lvolves doctors, usually gendered male in
western culture, who are supported in their work by other systems -
not even people. This definition reduces nursing to, at best' a
supportive and hence subservient role, but really renders nurses
invisible. If language creates people's realit5r, then nurses are not a
part of this health care reality except as un-named dependent
supporters of the medical and surgical procedures'
In nursing literature, a more recent definition of technologr from this
same source (US Government Office of Technologr Assessment 1982),
is cited by McConnell (1994:8f 5) as being tle set oJtechníqttes, dntgs,
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equipîrcnt, and. procedures used bg læøLth care proJessionals ¿n
deliuering medÍcorl care to indiuiduals and the sgstems ¿orthin ruu.'rtich
s¿rch care is detiuered.. This later defìnition focuses more obviously on
the medical profession, asserting that all health professionals actually
deliver medical care, or at least, if they are usin$ technology, then
they are giving medical care. This linking of technologr and medicine
gives power, status and cont¡ol to the medical profession, relegating
all else to a supportive role. Technology is indeed a political
instrument (Kipnis 1990) and within the health care system
consolidates medical power. Defìning technolory in ttris manner not
only reinforces the idea that technology is medical, but also asocial'
existing outside of people's bodies. McConnell, a visitin$ Professor of
Nursing at the Universit5r of South Australia, added tl-e words 'and
nursíng' in her 1994 paper, but this does not negate the fact that the
political source of the definition, speaking on behalf of the United
States of America, does ig¡nore all other heatth professionals,
particularly nurses.
The power and influence of ttre medical profession is very obvious, as
is t¡e fact t1.at the invisibility of nurses is caused by deliberate,
structured silencing in this discourse of technology. McConnell
(r99OA; l99OB: McConnell & Nissen 1993: McConnell, cattonar &
Manning 1996) has used a variety of terms Íncluding machines,
medical equipment and medical devices, all of which could be seen to
reflect and reinforce medical dominance and nursing's invisibility.
other nurses such as Jacox (r99O) and Carnevali (1985) have done
likewise.
collyer (1996) outlines the description of technolory in Australian
Government publications during the l97Os and early I98Os'
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orplaining that technology was deftned solely as devices, instruments
and maChines, not pharmaceuticals, processes or systems of
knowledge (for example computerised patient information systems).
This obJect-centred view of technology tended to keep it exterttø,l (sic)
to socíal relqtionshþs and. corßequently otttside lutman confrol - not a
product of social process, but affecting them (Collyer 1996:241)'
During the 198Os, in contrast to tl-is medical view, Australian feminist
writers began writing technologr into discourse as a social construct
(Collyer 1996 citin$ rWajcman, Daly & Willis 1987)'
McGaw (1982) and Bush (1983), two feminist writers, define
technology very differently. For McGaw (f 982:802)' it is tÍrc sgstem of
tools, skills, and- knowledge needed to make or do things; while Bush
(1983:155) says that technolory is organized sgstems oJ túeractíons
that utiLize tools and, inuolve techniques Jor tlrc perþrmarrce oJ tøsks
qnd. ttrc accomptishment oJ objectiues. Both of these definitions
acknowledge t1le human involvement in technology, and the fact that
technolory is purposeful, and frequently linked to systems. These
definitions offer a very different orientation and if translated into the
health care literature, would offer a far more inclusive prospect. The
concept of health care technolory as organised systems of interactions
that utilise tools and involve techniques for the performance of tasks
that improve people's health, is a view which does not favour any one
group of health care workers.
Wajcman (f 9g1:165) betieves that unmasking the supposed neutrality
of technologr demgsti"fres the Lagers oJ expert knouledge thot qre
piuotaL to the power oJ various proJessíons. The medical profession, in
particular, rlses technology to maintain power and status and also to
maintain societSr's reliance on them (Bates and Lapsley 1987).
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This strong tink between medical care and technolory is exemplified
by a response from a representative of the Australian Medical
Association, quoted in the Marles Report (Marles 1988:.27)'
Teclvwtogy is tte trfe btmd, oJ improuements in medícaL ca¡e øndJaílwe
to contírutotlg incorporate such technologg wíhl result in a decline in
medícat stand"a¡d"s. Technology is claimed as the propert¡r of medical
practitioners, and this is a potitical stance. Linn believes that it is
useful to ask what gets ca\Ied techrwloga and . . what constihttes a
challenge (stc) to definilíons oJtecfvwtryu? (1987:I35). Linn uses the
example of hairdressers' use of chemicals and devices, as frequently
not being seen as technical, and yet tetevision repair is believed to be
technical. Linn (1987:15I) tâlks of technotogr stereot5pes, based on
gender, that see Some processes as technical, and others as not' For
example, cooking a¡rd dressmaking are seen as 'soft' technolog$, and
given low status. Similarly nursing is seen as non-technical, in fact it
is invisible, and given low professional status within health care
discourse (Darbyshire 1987; Street 1992)'
Linn (f g87) talks of living labour and dead labour, in her discussion of
technologr: people are living labour, while technological hardware, or
artefacts, are dead labour. Linn (f987) believes that technology does
not exist in a vacutlm, or in an asocial sense, as it is a cultural
product, and yet the view persists that technology is about tJrings'
Linn (1987:134) poses the question: whg are solne Jorms oJ dead
Labour d.esignated a.s technica-t? . . . The approual ín the LabeL
,tecluwlogA' .nas Ínnre to do with u:ho is usÛtg it, in whqt staf¿rsed (sic)
context. and goes on to question whether dead labour becomes
technology when men use it. In nursing literature Sandelowski's
(1993A:36) defìnition closely reflects feminist literature, when she
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states that technology is people, tæls and techniqtrcs in orgønízed
suste,rls oJ tnteractíon to achieue lut¡rtott goa,ls.
Ttre word "tools' tends to be gendered masculine in our culture, and
because of ttre Strong association in nursing between the word
"devices" and the medical profession, I prefer to use the word
equipment. Hence nursing technologr can be defined as the
equipment, techniques and social arrangements used by nurses in
their care of people; with the understandin$ that the word technology,
is commonly understood to mean equipment only'
Whenever the term'medical device' is used, it promotes the invisibility
of nurses, therefore the decision to tatk about nursin$ equipment is
an intensely political activity, because changing language is the
beginning step towards changing the political reality. The association
of the term 'health care technolog/ with the superiority of the medical
profession also renders it unsuitable for use by nurses, as \Ã/e struggle
to redefine our relationship with doctors, and other professionals
within health care teams.
Just as nurses are moving away from defìning the people in their care
as 'patients' or 'clients', careful thought is needed about ttre language
used to describe tle equipment with which nurses work' Mary
Snively, a nurse activist, recognised last century, in 1895, that
doctors' reputations depended on registered nurses' knowledge of
asepsis and surgical procedures (Ashley 1976), and nurses today
must recogrúse that their knowledge of the equipment used to monitor
and treat the people in their care, continues to maintain doctors'
status. Power and status resides in the control of equipment and
interdisciplinary politics need to be recognised, so that tl.e competent
technical nurse can be inscribed in health care discourse.
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In nursing's history, loyalty and obedience to both employers and
doctors (physicians) is very evident (Nelson 1988 citin$ Parsons 1916).
In fact, (lt)osp1a|s ø¡td. nurses were seen to exist to Jacilitate the
doctors' work (Nelson r988:2O5). rWhile doctors continue to control
every client's admission, diagnosis, treatment and discharge, tlte
independent function of nurses is likely to continue to be devalued.
Many doctors actively resist the notion of collegiality udttt nurses
(Jolley f995) and this is evident in the words of some of the
participants when they discussed how they define technolog and
their feelings about it.
The various defìnitions of technology offered by the participants in this
research, give very dtfferent meanings of the term technologr,
reflecting the political reality of their individual working lives u/ithirr
the health care sector in South Australia. Ouestions that need to be
kept in mind when discussing defìnitions of technology include: Is tJ:e
meaning of technology overtly or covertly $endered?; md does the
defìnition marginalise nurses, and nursin$ care?
Medcof and Wall (1990:52), who are not nurses, believe t].at in
ordinary speech, wlrcn we use ttrc uord techrulqU, we usualtg ffrcan
sorne piece of hordware, such as monítorÙq equipment or a- personql
computer. This has been born out by the participants, whose
responses fell broadly into two main groups: those who included
computers in their defìnition (2 men and 2 women), and those who did
not. Jane, Ann, Glen and Andrew all mentioned computers in their
defìnitions.
. . ma ímmeditte response ís computers; Intemet - hotts to
use it; uideos, pacemnkers, compulers bg tlrc bedsíde, ECG
machines.
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. . compulers (pause) uUñlsion pumps; monitoríng equþment,
teleplanes, Jaxes. It jttst sprouts Jrom nouslere reallg. It
jurst seems tobe endless.
I thínk of computers, and" tle machines that we use ' ' '
angthíng electrícal, mechanticaL computerísed; angthittg tílce
that. The sorts oJsgstems tltatweuse.
. . equípment or otlær mñes to cottect data, to store data
and.to be ahle to recall X, Le. compttters
These responses reflect the information-rich culture of the 199Os,
where communication is facilitated by electronic equipment and
health care institutions electronically monitor people's physiological
functions. How to use it was a concern for Jane, who $ave the
impression that she views technolog as potentially beneficial, but not
necessarily so. "Ím øttwørAs wary", She said. Technology is 'foreþn
antd. scary" for the patients and stressful for Jane, until she knows
exactly how to use it.
Jane spoke of technology as challenging, attention-seekin$, and an
additional part of her work-load. She talked of going on dut5r in a
nursing home, and lookin$ after twenty-eight residents "cnd Q"plm¡)",
and of her determination to focus on the benefits of the pump for the
resident in her care. Once she understands how to use a particular
piece of equipment (for example a computer), she fìnds it exciting!, but
she is always initially wary of anything new. Jane believes that
technology needs to be controlled by nurses, and must serve both the
patient and the nurse.
Ann was more positive about technology, saying "I tove i1". Both
Jane,s and Ann's attitudes refute the notion put forward by feminist
authors such as Griffiths (cited by l{arpf 1987:164), that womenboth
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reject a¡td. lto;ue been reiected bg tlÊ moscultni|g oÍ Þchnologg. Ann
used action-oriented language throughout the interview, sayin$ that
technolo gr "driues the nt;l:sírtg u)ork"; "distrqcts AouI train oJ thought';
'forces the nurse to attend to the patíent rrare readúg, fr.ore quíckLy";
and "i4fonnntlon corres at goú'. The image of tlle nurse as engaging in
hand-to-hand combat u/ith a benevolent external force, was vivid.
Ann is determined that "if's not go@ to fuat me", and knows tl.at she
has the ultimate power because she can turn off a particular piece of
equipment, or disengage herseH from it, if necessarJf, by calling on the
expertise of others around her, in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) where
she works. Her determination and ability with technology is reflected
by her management of technologr within her home.
Glen also enJoys technolory, but is very aware of the economical and
politicat ramifications of the sophisticated cardiac monitoring
equipment with which he works. He articulated many ftustrations
and problems caused by various medical consultants' reliance on
technology. He believes that the monitorin$ equipment reduces the
significance of nurses' assessment of clients, and their role within the
Coronary Care Unit. Being gendered male does not necessarily
prevent nurses from being subjected to interdisciplinary power games
within the health care system. The technical male nurse may be
treated in the same manner as the technical female nurse. The
gendering of nursing work as female, iS strong enough to resist
change even when carried out by a male - or perhaps the technical
male nurse is a parlicular threat to the power of the male medical
profession.
Glen's words give clear evidence of the way technologl can medicaltze
nursing care, encouraging a reductionist (How ¿rre you in the heart?)
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physical focus. Glen presently associates technology with
interdisciplinary conflict, power and control, and believes that
technolo$ is making the role of the nurse redundant. Glen gave the
example of his assessment of a client with asthma who was having
diffìculty breattring. Glen assessed that this was because the man
was ortremely distressed and anxious, but the doctors thought that
he was having an acute attack of asthma. The doctors refused to
believe Glen's assessment of the patient u:ithout tlrc mschines to bqck
Il up, and so a battery of blood tests was ordered. "That made me
angry at luruing aht this technologu", said Glen. The results of the
blood tests subsequently corroborated Glen's view that the client was
emotionally distressed, not acutely physically ill'
Adrian also loves technology, finding it exciting and challenging' In
his workplace he is aware that it causes interpersonal and
interdisciplinary competition about "who (can) u'se it, and wtw (cart)
interpret the results", but he is "øLutags uery optimistíc q'bout tt"'
Adrian, while seeing that technolory is gendered masculine, fittjng
comfortably with the Australian macho image of what it means to be a
mart, believes that technologl has the potential to unite people across
social classes, in a way that education does not. Adrian is also aware
that technology changes interpersonal po'wer relations, and often
wonders who benefits the most from it? The patient, the nurse or the
doctor? When he uses technology he always checks it closely,
maintaining surveillance of the machinery, because he knows that it
is fallible. Adrian happily accepts that in Western culture, technology
is affecting everyone, ever5nvhere.
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Four other participants, Peter, Laura, Tania and Lyn also included
computers in their descriptions of technolo$y, but thought of
machinery fìrst.
. . beW electroníc . - controLted ba Wople ' ' usuaLLg to fæLp
tlrcm do tlæir job better- MobíIe plwnes, comptúers'
My immedíøte tlought ís oi mørchínery ' ' computers and
machínery (pause) be it medicat machinery Like uentilators
or pumps, or pulse acimeters, or (pause) monitors'
I guess basicaLhy gou thitrk oJ møchñery don't gou? There's
compulers and infitsion pumps attd. ttase sorts of things.
Generaltg - møchhery. ?htngs to moke tde easier; thiws to
use - deuíces and, things that aou use in your job to make
gourJob easier. (pause) I guess ín nursíng particutarlg its




probabtg aotn work is planned. and (pause) organised in a
partícúar waA.
Peter has the most positive view of all the participants, speaking of it
with affection, as something tl.at he knows, understands and trusts'
Technolog5r helps him and he relies on it. Peter is not aware of any
instance when technology has been wrong, and believes tl-at he could
not have mana$ed to nurse unconscious patients in an Intensive Care
unit, without the technology. It is therefore a necessity and is
presently helping to expedite the work of community health nurses' ',J
pick it up prettg quicktg and. understand. how it ¿oorks prettg quicktg",
he said. For Peter, technology is a toy which is under human control'
and facilitates and improves the quality of nursing care' It is
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gendered masculine, and the Intensive care unit is a macho area
wtrich men therefore fìnd a comfortable place to work'
Laura also enjoys technology and works comfortably in an ICU, but
believes that technologr is not always reliable, and must ttrerefore be
controlled and watched closely. she referred to it as "inuading" the
patients, but only finds it scary when doctors use it to prolong
people's lives. Bates and Lapsley (1987:7) state that medical
technologies cause social change becanse tleg qffectthe lengtlr" natute
c¿nd" quatítg oJ humøn tiJie, thereby possibly causing long-term
problems such as marital strife and poverty. Laura shares these
concerns about technologr because of the possible impact on families'
and on the health budget, of prolonging people's lives, when their
quatity of life maY not be good'
Laura readily described herself as a "Dera Lefi-bratn person, uery
scienlific". She also talked freely of the importance of including a lot of
touching of clients in her nursing care, in order to facilitate the
healing process. She is living proof that the scientific/artistic aspects
of mrrsing need not be dichotomised, but rather, can be reconstructed
into a combined approach to client care' Laura is the only participant
who included the word ,,medicaL" in their definition of technology,
referring to "medicaL machinery"'
Tania and Lyn have overall, very positive views of technology also'
although Tania expressed some reservations, emphasisin$ that nurses
must control it. The language she used $ives the impression of
motion; the nurse being propelled along by the technology' The
technology is . . "tickw along . . cruqging ala¡tg". Machinery caJr "trþ
atong happíLg". In contrast to this, Tania described how machinery
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can be stressful and sometimes frightenin$, referring to the machinery
in an ICU.
Lyn's current work in a diagnostic health service, gives her a
particular view of technology as providing people with a good service
that is personal and cost-effective. Lyn clearly controls the pace of her
work, and is responsible for cleanin$ and maintaining complex and
expensive equipment, as well as caring for the people who use tjre
service. Her view differs from the ottrers, as her work does not include
a variety of equipment. Her familiarity \¡/ith the equipment benefits
the clients and the doctors, who are her employers. She is able to give
her clients detailed explanations of the procedures, while workin$
quickly and effìciently with the technolosr, because of her knowledge
and skill
One participant, Andrew, did not mention computers, focusing his
defìnition instead on machinery and knowledge'
the mechanícøt equipment I suppose thqt's used in
diagnostíc purposes, Jor (pause) diagnosis oJ patients. So
eitlær ptrmps or acímetry ard mochhery that we tertd" to retg
on :now more so, to get an interpretatían oJ a patient's
¿r.¡ellness or welt-beÚW . . .
When talking about computers, Andrew stated "I just ttaue tw corrcept
oJ what intrígues people so mtrch". lle has no desire to "become rrtare
JomíIiar willn whqt's auaíIabLe", in the way of computer hardware and
software. He spoke of the chaos that occurred within his ward, when
the institution in which he works instigated a change in the
equipment for feeding patients via a naso-gastric tube. Lack of
communication and co-ordination between various departments had
created diffïculties for nurses. Andrew firmly believes that technologr
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is ,'tltere to mnke tlfe easíel" and he is only comfortable with it when
he completelY understands it.
sonia did not give an actual defìnition, but talked or pre-tectvdagv
dags working as a District Nurse in England, without even access to
telephone communication. Technology (machinery) was the biggest
challenge faced by Sonia when she re-entered nursin$ after some
years away a¡rd she spoke at len$th of her concerns about therapeutic
technology, in particular, Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA)
machines. Sonia described how her feelings of inadequacy with
machinery lead her to always think "what hque I done?", when a
problem occurs \Ã¡ith a machine. She notices, however, that younger
RNs do not usually blame themselves, usually saying "Wl|¿ø:t's this
mochíne doirtg?" They appear to be more in control of the machinery
than Sonia saYs she ever feels.
Not one of the registered nurses who took part in this research had
become nurses because they expected to be using technologr' The
technical side of nursin$ had only become obvious to them when they
began to perform nursing work. The idea of technical nursing was not
a part of their pre-nursing days, just as the concept of technical
women or women controlling technology, requires an ahistorical leap
(Linn 1987). This is in spite of the fact that women actually invented
all of the peaceful arts of life, and the earliest forms of most of the
mechanical devices now used in industry (Stanley 1983 citing Mozans
r9I3). This historical fact is silenced in our culture, Just as the
technical nurse is invisible. The label of technology would appear to
depend very much on who is using it and in what social context'
Many of the participants talked of tl.e clear link between technology
and knowledge, and technology and work practices, making it obvious
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that their ideas included the understanding of the links between
theory and practice, and of technologr as more than devices' Eve was
particularly illuminating in this respect'
Techrwtoga cø¿n be seen in ø;tL different Jorms antd Jøcets.
Technologg is knowtedge - would" be one wøg oJ ptttting it.
whetlrcr that's knowtedge oJ practical workings ønd the
understqndings oJ whg things are done and lww theg're
done, or d it's just aour basic wderstandirg oJ møchínery
and tr/¡¿øt møchinery we ttse, why ue use ít, ø¡td to be able
to prtt tle resutts írúo Practice.
This defìnition mirrors most closely that of Bush (1983), u¡ho referred
to systems, tools a¡d techniqrres used to accomplish objectives'
The focus on computers or other machinery, by most of the
participants, concurs with the view of Jones and Alexander (1993)'
who state that nurses still understand technology narrowly, as
hardware. It is important to not be critical of this because the view of
technology aS hardware, is very common in Western culture and has
its foundation in the view of historians. The female and male RNs in
this research acknowledged that technology is commonly thought to
mean mactrÍnery and in particular, medical therapeutic machinery,
but were also very aware of the work practices and nursing actions
necessaÐr for the machinery to be used in client care.
rwhether or not they enJoy working with machinery, the participants
accept that it is part of nursing practice and know that they must be
technically skilted. It is the lack of medical and administ¡ative
acknowledgement of their skill that maintains the invisibility of this
aspect from tlle public. The public face of health care technology is
gendered masculine, although the reality is that nurses use most of
the technology and are expected to look after it, just as women wittrin
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the home also use technology, but are not inscribed as technical
within our culture.
Health care technology would appear to be gendered to ttre extent that
nursing work, even when performed by a male, will still be seen as
non-technical. Perhaps instead, the male is perceived as having a
strong female side to their nature - that is stereotJped as homosomal
- because they are doing nursing work. The technical'woman remains
invisible as does ttre technical nurse'
The notion that technologr is machinery or machinery used to achieve
a specific purpose, will be used throughout the remainder of this
thesis. what is needed now is a further analysis of the effect of
technologr on the work of registered nurses'
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Chapter 6
lechnology and nurslng practice'
Is thsnurse the Problem?
nyou don t hnae to docamcnt how the pntìent felt todøy, o1 if you
counselle¡t thc datiaes, but you do løoe to docummt thøt you
chcckedthepwrp eaery hout." (peter *996)
The participants spoke freely about the impact of new equipment on
their workin$ lives, and several ttremes became apparent about local
power relations concerning nurses and technologr' The over-riding
theme is the very strong link between technolory and the medical
profession, and therefore technologr and male medical power' This
clearly illustrates 'WaJcman's (199 L:21) point that the mascutine
culttre oJ teclutotoga is fundamentq.t to ttrc wag in ushich tÍrc gender
diuision oJ tabour ùs sf¿ll befu reprdtrced todag'
rwhile not every doctor is male, the majority of senior specialists or
consr¡ltants certainly a,re men and hence the controlling medical role
is masculine, even if a woman is in that position;just as the nursin$
role in the health care system is feminine, even if a man is in that
position (street f 992). Street (f992) notes that nurses are ex¡lected to
remain passive doctors' helpers, while coping with technolory and its
problems and according to the participants in this research' ttris
handmaiden mentality still exists in the minds of doctors and
continues to impact on their working lives'
cockburn (L992:28) believes that technologies in western culture need
to be viewed in the wider context oJ a current restrtrcturing oJ
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economies on a globa| scale, qffectittg both tle capitatrst and" non-
capiÍalist world.s, and she offers two feminist insights into technologr'
Firstly that it enters into gendered identity (masculinity equating with
competence, and femininity with incompetence): and secondly that
technology is implicated in power and domination; particularly men
dominating women. Cockburn (1992:89) believes that women are
ÍDre ímpacted upon thnn f4fhrcrúiøt wtrcn it comes to techrwlagA, and it
is therefore not surprising to fìnd the participants, including ttre male
RNs, articulating this domination. According to Glen:
T|EA(doctors) use if totleir aduanúage. TheA wont (pause)
let us be wlwt we thíttk we should. be - or gíue us tlrc credit
that we stauld" h.aue.
This was the most overt acknowledgement of doctors' continual
refusal to acknowledge nurses' - female or male - technical oçertise
and professional skill, and was also experienced by the other
participants who work in private hospitals. Glen believes that doctors
deliberately use technolog to t}eir political advantage.
Doctors rely on RNs to use technology and deal with any problems'
but now insist on the technologr as being the most accurate source of
information about a client's condition, discounting ntlrses'
assessment. This relegates RNs to the role of a technician. Laura and
Adrian also spoke of the tension between their ex¡lert knowledge, and
data from the machines, commenting that doctors may no longer
value, or even show an interest in, RNs' assessments of their clients,
but want to know whar, ttæ møchhery is soying. This is despite the
fact tl.at many of the participants acknowledged that the machinery
can give incorrect data, and itself needs close monitoring to ensure its
accuracy. Only Peter thought that the machinery could always be
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trusted, wlrile l-a.ura, Eve, Adrian, Alflíl, Glen and Andrew all stressed
the fact that monitoring equipment can give incorrect information'
and must be closely watched; and that the most accurate source of
information is always the client themselves'
Cooper (1993), and Erlen (f99a) state that technology is designed to
be invincible, obJective and predictable as well as accurate and
corTect, and many of tl.e participants believed that the doctors view 
it
in this manner. The technologS is therefore seen as superior to RNs'
clinical ex¡rertise, and becomes another way of denigrating the nursin$
profession. And yet, as Paige (199O:42O, citin$ Hodgman & cabal
1986) states, moniloríng equipment is onlg os gæd ond" ¡w better than
the indiuíduats who use thetru The most remarkable report of
denigration of the signifìcance of the assessing role of RNs was $iven
by Glen, who reported being told by an anaesthetist that RNs are 
not
necessarJ¡ to care for a patient on a ventilator, because a' trained
monkeg could. do it. This implies that carter's (1990) view is correct'
tÌrat technologr can be a means of de-skilling and weakening workers'
rather than increasin$ their skills, as is suggested in management
literature (Carter 1990).
In public hospitals where there are Junior, inex¡lerienced doctors
(Ínterns), the participants noted that they are sometimes informally
credited with having more knowledge than these beginning medical




wttích wasn't o/lwags. . (pausel heqltha, because we were
playing the same doctor-nwse gaÍ.e, but in reverse. A'td
tlrcrt dæsn't commønd respect bg angoræ'
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Adrian expressed discomfort at ttre idea that nurses could use their
knowledge as power while acknowledging that in his present
workplace in a Private hosPital:





In Adrian's account there was tension between the illusion that
technologr gives RNs increased power, and the reality that doctors
have po\Mer over both the technologr and tjre work of the RNs, and
would wield this power if necessaÐr by "kickirg buff" This correlates
ü/ith street's (1992) view that any status that nurses may believe that
they acquire from the use of technology, is second class, because the
doctors retain control of the work done by these nurses. Adrian spoke
of how technology is shifting work and responsibility away from the
doctors and onto registered nurses'
fu the Línes aÍe crossing ouer. A¡fJ they're (the doctors)
quite happg Jor nurses to do tl1øt - ttæ tínes are gettirg very
clotrdg and.tlß ethics oJiL are reallg quite diflìcutt.
Another participant, Eve does not believe that technology is
necessarily blurrin$ the roles of doctors and nurses, but rattrer tl-at
the power in the relationship depends on the relative experience of the
nurse and doctor. When referring to her relationship with interns'
Eve said:
ft's more an equal part oJ acceptance I suppose - oÍ
krwwledge. . . . . F-requentLg it's up to the nwse to teLL tte
doctor ushqt need-s to be dorte, rather than the otlrcr uaa
arou¡td..
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Marles (f 988) expresses concern that this ad hoc delegation of medical
responsibility to nurses occurs and that nurses typically acquiesce'
implyrng that the passivity of nurses is problematical' Dre5rfus and
Rabinow (1982), however, describe passivity as the opposite of
aggression and hence passivity need not be a problem characteristic
for nurses, but actually be very appropriate. Power does not exist by
itser, but is exercised or exists when it is put into action (Foucault
1982) and the question to ask is therefore 'FIow is power exercised in
this situation?' (Foucault 1gg2). Street (1992) believes that doctors
and administrators encourage nurses to undertake an ex¡landed role
of practice for the sake of convenience. This may mean that nurses
are subJected to political pressure within their workplaces, to accept
this 'expanded' role, which, according to Street (1992), at times
includes possibly illegal and unethical tasks'
Nurses embody caring in a health care system which values economic
efficiency and high-technology care (Mason et al 1991; Walters f994)
and hence are the most marginalised workers within this system'
Jane commented tJlat it was her university study in 1995, which first
gave her insight into $ender issues in the workplace' Her discomfort
u/ith the sexist attitude of the men in management when she was
working in a nursing home was expressed as
You díd. ttot touch ttrc computer! Ttlcit wo:s tlrc møLe Admíns
domnínl . . . the nursirE l'pme :U|/(rs Dery qrchaic I betieue . . .
in theif perception oJ what gou cottld and' cotidn't do os q'
nurse.
(l)herewasQ.LotoJJeelingtherethatt\eg(theRNsand
nurse assistant s) Íett Like a burwh oJ deuahted women.
The sexism in the nursing home was overt, and the RNs were not
allowed to demonstrate competence with ttre single computer, bearing
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out rñ/eedon's (1982) assertions that subjectivities which challenge the
dominant discourse can be marginalised, or constmcted as mad or
criminal. Sexism within hospitals may be overt and covert, and a
feeling of camaraderie may sometimes exist between individual RNs
and individual doctors. Brown (1992: 16), a Canadian nurse,
comments that good relationships between ntrrses and physicians
develop when nurses haue Leqrned how to speak the Language oJ
medicine, haue ma.stered- rtighlg technical skitfs and príorittze
depertdent over the hdependetú Jurrctions. The dependent functions
are those done for another health professional (Brown 1992). Marles
(f 988) expresses this same view, but talks of a delegated medical role'
rather ttran dependent functions of RNs. Marles (1988:2a) also
believes that medicøL stoll perceiue the speciattst nuÍse as høving
superior skitls to tÍosepossessed bg tlæ gerrcralist nttse because
they believe that tte most imwrtarúfi;ttctíon aJ rutrsÛq is tfæ delegated
medical role. This would indicate that nurses have perhaps
compromised a great deal in their pursuit of technical work, by de-
valuing their independent function and the control of their practice.
Ttris may mask the enonnous power of the medical profession within
any given institution and perpetuate the notion that it is the nurse
who is the problem, if they do not readily comply with medical or
administrative ideas. Inadequacies may be widely felt by nurses who
are inserted in tl.is discourse which exposes them to demands that
are structured by the social relations of the patriarchal health care
system.
Many of the participants were enthusiastic about technology'
welcoming the challenge of the extra responsibility it brings' Their
expert knowledge makes them comfortable u¡ith the delegation of
medical work and responsibility, but lack of public acknou¡ledgement
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of this delegation, however, allows the handmaiden image of nurses to
prevail, and the perception of expertise, knowledge and power. to
largely remain with the medical practitioners. Thús sextst dominatÍon
oJ nursing bg med.icine (is) not occidental but stnrctured and
instihltÍorwtísed.(Darbyshire 1 987 : 32, citing Ashley L97 6 & f 98O)'
In South Australia today, there is an openly expressed ex¡lectation
that RNs working in some private hospitals must consider the medical
officers to be their clients, ahead of the needs of ttre people who
require nursing care. As Glen says "(t)he chient is ttæ doctor ptus the
patierú. The nurses tose out in the middle." Laura agrees with this
sentiment. There is evidence in the literature that historically
(d)ætors haue regatded. tÍrc rutrse o"s occupgíng somethÍng akín to a
seruarúrole (Jolley l995:1oo). Street (|992:227) refers to this as the
culja;r:r¿| LegacA oJ nursing the dætor rqtÍ'rcr thøn the potienf, which is
perpetuated today because medical students continue to be educated
to r¿ct as o. member of the domínant medicaL elite cløss (St¡eet
L992:34). This relationship between the nursing and medical
professions makes collegiality impossible, as nurses are ordered to
subjugate their wishes to those of the doctors and then perhaps are
labelled as submissive, because they do so' Questioning and
challenging the gendered relations in the health care hierarchy and
stmcture however, is a very difficult and daunting task for even the
strongest person (Jolley 1995:76).
The financial viability of private hospitals is directly dependent on
doctors' whims and wishes - but perhaps tl.is is not new, it is just
presently being openly expressed. Marles (1988:xix) states that the
expected submissive behaviour from nurses, reflects a value which is
contrøry to t|te direction ín wrrích woÍr.en generallg are mouing and
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predicts that unless tþis insistence on obedience changes, recruitment
and retention of qualifìed RNs would continue to be a problem in
Australia. This is certainly the case here in Adelaide' in f 996' As
Peter said:
A couple oJ weeks ago we had" a lectue Jrom ttte cøo at one
oJ tle big priuate twspitals, o;rtd" - te wo;s tatking about
rÙauûg to attract doctors to tle lwspital, becanse tlæa brw
the dottars wíthtlrcm- Theg do tÍ'e operations ørú' bt'ng ttle
patients w and qlltlwt.
Tlære was fa talk oJ attractíng gd' nurses to the lrr,spitaL
or attracttng nwses wíth certø¿in skitts tlut tlteg wanted' It
was 6¿LL attracting dætors who brng nøneA ' ' and' port oJ
attractingdoctorswasfindíngoutwhøtequípmenttlrcg
warted., and, what wa.s new in tectvríques ur surgery - and-
swrLdw hundreds and. ttwttsands oJ dollørs on equipmerú
to attract dætors Ût So f'm sure there'd be no mention of
tww ¡ttt¡ses Jeet øbottt tÍøt equþment ' ' '
Sonia, Peter and GIen all spoke of technologr being used to attract
doctors to particular private hospitals. Hospital administrators
therefore strengthen the medical-technologr tinks in the health care
system. Doctors themselves demand equipment of hospital
management, who know tl-at doctors'wishes are fìnancially important
for the viabitity of the hospital. According to Sonia and Ann the
acquisition of technology becomes a competitive status symbol
between hospitals and wÍthin the medical profession' re$ardless of
whether or not the technology actually benefits the patients' In Ann's
words:
(Technolog¡) ¿s uíewed a.s a competitiue thing. 'We'ue got tlrc
best moniloring equþment com¡tøred to other un¿ts" - and' I
don,t necessaritg know whether ¿t realLg beneftts the
pøtients.
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Ann, sonia and Peter expressed unease with this medical control over
health care technology, stating firmly that technolory should benefìt
the patient rather than the doctor. sonia e>q)ressed the concern that
technology may complicate a person'S care, and is not necessarily in
their best interests, as it limits their movement and hence their ability
to perform activities of daily living. Patients may have "rwthíttg to do
buf Lfe there and- unrry", she said, and ttris increases their stress'
Doctors order the PCAs, and patients are not $iven a choice - again
the issue of power and control is raised - and nurses then "ntn qfter
the mschines". An individual RN may have six patients, all in sin$le
rooms off a long corridor, all \Ãdth PCAs requiring hourly checks' By
insisting on the PCA machines, the doctors are impacting very
significantly.on the structure and nature of nursin$ work, and the
nurse-patient relationship. "Nurses rut to mnchines rattw thsn tun to
clients" sonia said. Having experienced nursing prior to these PCA
machines, sonia questions whether she wants to continue in an acute
care area, and is presently intending to make a career change, to
communitY health nursin$.
Fairman (1992:58), believes that the increased status given to RNs
who work in ICUs, began in the 195Os when RNs accumulated the
knowled"ge and" skitts tlno¿t betonged" to the higlrcr støtus medicaL
proþssíon. According to Fairman (1992) this led to the obscuring of
the original purpose of an ICU, which was to allow people the watchful
vi$ilance of ex¡lert RNs. originally Icus had the same technology as
the wards, but medical enthusiasm for the machines led to Icus
becoming technologic repositories and data from machines supplanted
nurses, intense observation and expertise. Perhaps inevitably, $iven
the hierarchically structured control of hospitals by the medical
profession (Street 1992), the medical influence over ICUs has now
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been formalised with the creation of the new medical specialit5r of
Intensivist, which ca¡r be seen to be a clever political move'
The status given to RNs who work in high-technology areas is
exemptifìed by Adrian's comments'
swe there's a. certaín prestige. HauÛq a crif. care (critical
Care)cett!ficateÍr,ansthøttlcønwø¿lkintoangtwspitalønd
get ajob - ttÍerstate, ouerseas ' ' '
Glen stated that thls status is a source of division amongst nurses'
but Jane commented that ttre status comes from the communit5r
ratlrer than other nurses - the Ínore beeps a¡td" bttzzers arowtd' tlte
Ítore ímportant aou are. sonia, Andrew Peter and Tania all agreed
with this sentiment. I¿.ura made the comment that even within an
ICU, ttrere is evidence of the power attributed to technologr, because
there is status tn lækw qfrer somebodg wla's got the mosf machínery
onttem-
According to Dassen. NiJhuis and Phitipsen (r99O) the actions of
nurses in ICUs are gendered with male RNs performing medical
activities more often tha¡r female RNs; and being more tikely to believe
that ICU nursin$ is becoming similar to medical practice' This view
was only mentioned by one male participant, however they all agreed
that there are more men working in ICUs and in nursin$
m¿ulagement, than in otjeer areas of nursin$. Only Eve disagreed with
the technologr-status link amongst nurses, believing rather that
certifìcation and university qualiftcations give status.
postman (1992:9) says t]lat people wlw cu[tiuote competence inthe use
of rrcus technologg become an etite grory tltø¿t are grarúed wtdeseraed
øuthoriÍg and. prestige bg those who r.;o:ue no such competence'
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According to Postrnan (1992) this link between status and technology
inevitably leads to winners and losers, and frequently it is poi$nant to
see the encouragement of tJle winners, by the losers who are i$nora¡t
of the effect on themselves. This may not be the case u¡ithin nursing'
as the participants made it clear that they are very aware of the
prestige of visible technical competence in ICUs, although perhaps
Iess aw¿rre of the overall control of technolog;y by the medical
profession.
Many nurses are aware that there is less medical dominance of their
practice outside of hospitals, in communit5r nursing, and both Ja¡e
and sonia are intending to move to community nursing positions' for
this reason. Peter's present community position is one where he is
involved in decisions about maJor technolory erçenditure - the only
participant to do so. He talked enthusiastically about the introduction
of laptop computers for communit5r health nurses, to replace the lar$e'
heary documents previously carried around' He also mentioned the
great benefits of tl.e personal alarms worn by elderly people in their
homes, in order to summon help should they need it' Peter made the
observation that in community nursing, technology has a different
emphasis and is more likety to benefit clients and nurses.
I t'nink there's a different emphøsis . where you're not
actuatlg montl.oring pattents - medicalla ' ' ' artd f guess
apwt Jrom tle stq[f benefil,, there has been soffte benefrt Jor
ctie¡ús as weLI . . teclvwlryA is fæLpW people as uelt'
The participants' accounts reflect Parker's (1987) assertion that the
biomedical model is less directly powerful in the communitSr. Health
care technolory reflects the potitics and spending priorities of the
various institutions, and is likely to only benefìt nurses and clients in
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situations where their needs are the main priorit5r, rather than the
wishes of the medical Profession.
Holmes (1990:65), the vice-President of the Hewlett Packard
Company, says that it ùs ontg recentlg that attentíon ha5 beenJocr'æsed
on using tectvrologg to ímproue the rutsing proJessiorrU acknowledging
that tjre focus of technological developments has been on medical
care. His choice of words about improving the profession of nursing is
interesting because it may allude to the cultural status given to those
who are technically competent. Does Holmes oçect nursin$'s status
to rise as a result of tl'..e work of his company? Hopefully what this
statement may mean is that Hewlett Packard may sta4 to seek
nurses' opinions about the nature of the technolory ttrat is being
produced, and hence the technology-medicine link may start to slowly
change. Nurses are largely unaware of the gendered assumptions
about, and use of technology, but it all has a history concerning
whose gendered interests it serves (Drought & Liaschenko 1995;
wajcman 199r). A.s Green (r994xoc) says, a piece of equipment is
Jramed- bg tÍæ discourse wþhín which rf rs drscussed and so 
furttrer
research about the effect of a piece of equipment needs to be
undertaken in each area in which the equipment may be introduced.
Technology is a highly visual activity and is therefore isolated from
other forms of cognitive activity (Laudan 1984) and Peter talked about
ttris at some lengfh, linking it \Ã¡ith the status given to nurses who
have this visible expertise. According to Ann, Andrew and Tania'
machines also give an indication of the severit5r of a person's illness
and the removal of technologr signals that a person's health status is
improvin$.
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Tania, Adrian and Peter expressed concern for the relatives of people
who are in hi$h-technology areas, believing that the relatives
exlrerience enorrnous st¡ess about the amount of machinery attached
to somebody they love. Conversely, Ann and Sonia remarked that a
relative may find the equipment reassuring, as it is evidence of active
medical treatment, and keeps nurses frequently at the bedside - again
evidence of ttre impact of technology on nursing work' This
threat/reassurance dichotomy exemptifies the impossibility of making
any sweeping statements about technology'
Another issue to arise was the participants' concerns with the
accompanying documentation required of the RN. Again, there is
evidence of tl.e legitimation of medical power over nursing practice, as
GIen observes:
(Y)ou write in ttæ notes ø;LL tlæ snúf that the doctor needs to
know - th.ere's no patient ca¡e or uthateuer aou'ue done in
tlære at oLLrea[Ig - and- if's a shø.:mel
You'Lt haue rwthing to took back on to søy "lhis ís what
nursing hc¿s done ouer the geørsl" There'tl just be a btur-
There'LL be nothing. AtL this medÍcat i4fonnøtion but ttothing
else.
Ttre documentation appears to demonstrate that nursing practice is a
series of dependent tasks related to checking the technology' As
Tania says:
you tend. to thirú "1 mutst ctteck the mnchine", rather tha:n "I
mr^rst ctrcck tþe patienf" becq¡use that's what you'ue got to
wriÍe dousn-
The machinery dictates hourly recording of observations, even if the
patient is stable, and according to Jane, this focus on tasks can lead
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to nurses sifttng at the end. oJ Ûrc bed, ittst reading numbers' 
This
diminishes the personhood of both nurse and patient, making the
technology and ttre medical condition the focus of hospitalisation' 
As
Ar¡n said , soJeus nurses now examÚrc the patient' Tt'tegiust Iæk 
at the
monitors crn/Jlook attle chørts - so the patientbecomes less ' ' and the
significance of nursing practice is also diminished by this work'
Walters,(1994)Australianstudyfoundt}ratlCUnursesdofocuson
the clients rather than the machinery, but while this is reassurinÉ'
post-discharge follow-up of clients is needed to gauge the clients'
views about this.
The documentation linked to the technology drives the focus 
and tlle
pattern of the nursin$ care. Therefore by selecting particular
machinery, doctors are controlling many aspects of nursing work 
and
given the gendered nature of the professions, and health care
institutions, men are therefore controlting women' Glen comments
that much of tl.e documentation is physical assessment data of the
clients, which would other-wise have to be done by the doctors
themselves. so this documentation may actually be saving the
medical staffs time, while rendering nursing invisible and
unimportant. This illustrates street's (1992) point that the norms 
of
tl.e dominant medical profession have become the normative values
for the nursin$ profession and the community'
Adrian agreed with the idea that monitoring equipment decreases
doctors, workload, while saying that, at t.l.e same time in afunng sort
oJ wag, (it) has í¡'rcreased" the amowú oJ nwsing hours tho¡t are 
required
to carefor a pøtient In nursin$ literature there is ambiguity about the
issue of technology and nurses' time' In a research project carried out
in south Australia at Flinders Medical centre, 526 RNs were surveyed
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about technolog by McConnell and Nissen (1993)' The responses
varied with some RNs saying that technologr saved them tlme' and
others that it was time consuming; some sayin$ ttrat technolory
increased the quality of their care, and others that it decreased the
quality.
Technological change inevitabty stimulates social change (Bush 19æ)
and the gendered technology in high-dependency units would seem to
be increasing the po'wer and status of the medical profession. The
tink between technolory and power is clarifïed by Cockburn (1985)
who states that there are two powerful relationships mediated by
technologr. Ttrese are fìrstly, ownership of tools and equipment' and
putting people to work; and secondly, possessing special knowledge
a¡rd competence with technologl. While the discourse of nurses in
this research clearly shows tl-at they fulfil the second criteria, it also
demonstrates that they rarely fulfil the first'
Nurses are put to work with the technology chosen by doctors' who
would very probably feel a de$ree of ownership of the equipment'
because they have had a say in its selection and use, tttereby fulfìlling
the fìrst of Cockburn's (1985) criteria. Ttris probably explains wl;'y ttw
egatifarían promis e oÍ technologg ofren Jails nurses (sandelowski
1993A:4). Nurses are the users but not the selectors of, or decision-
makers about, technologr. As Kipnis (1990) says, people who control
technology have the most influence'
The control of technology in hospitals would seem to be the same
today as it was in 1983 when Brewer identified that rarely, if ever'
were nursing personnel involved in tÍæ ¡nili';l decision-mnkw process
regardñg tle íntrduction of new teclnolagg. Even top administrative
nurses were excluded (1983:r8). Marles conculTed with this when
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she identified in 1988, that the most sÍgnificant problem identifìed by
the RNs in her study was thetr perceiued" Lack oJ contro| ouer the
apptícation oJ aduances in medical science and- techtwlqa to tÍæír uork
and. tteir work enuironment ( I 988: 24)'
RNs in fact have to nurse the equipment as well as the clients 
(schultz
1980), which adds to their workload. They are responsible for the
machinery's well-bein$ and smooth functioning, and have to maintain
it in a m¿ulner which allows it to perform its usual functions. This
was verbalised by Tania when she said "Y1LI tend to nurse ttrc
møchúæs you krww . . . the patient tend-s to come secotTd"' Peter
agreed urith this observation, saying "I think there's a" real risk with
techrwtogg, t:nøt you cartJorget tlæ patíenl.." The technolog$, in fact'
dema¡rds attention as was verifted by Peter, sonia, Ann, GIen, Tania,
Eve a'd l¿.ura. The alarms and other persistent noises the machinery
makes, means that it carurot be ignored as easily as a single ring on a
call-bell from a patient who may need attention also' RNs know that
they are responsible for bottr ttre client and the machines, and
according to Tania, Ann, Glen, sonia and taura, frequently find that
ttreir client care is interrupted by the machines which demand
attention, and cannot be ignored. Machines will therefore prioritise
RNs'work for them, and it is not surprising to hear concern ex¡rressed
that tl.e macSines make RNs forget ttre patient. The issue of quality
care for clients then becomes one of considering how to factor
technologl into nurses' workload. Is it the number of machines that
makes the difference, or is it the number of machine/client
combinations?
The participants workin$ in the "lower-tech" areas (wards and a
Nursing Home) verbalised more concerns about technolog5r affectin$
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their workload. This was related to ttre lack of visibility of the
technology on ttre so-called ordinarSr wards' where clients may be 
in
individual rooms, spread out over a complete ward area' In Sonia's
words
Of s a qttestion oJ lww goure goirg to get through gow døg'
,,oh! I,ue got Jour PCAs!". (Patient controlled Analgesia
machines) . . . (E)uerybody's constanflg on edge, ListenÍng:
listenÙgand'wwtodefinewhetherthatwasaowræm"or
somebodg else's rætrL And Lf tt (the atarm) r¡as still going,
should' Aou go and interuene? We spend our wtule tde
nuvtirtg qfrer tÍæ mocFtÚtes!
And Tania, who may be on duty with an enrolled nurse said "You ue
got 72 patíerú,s . . I don't think if s a timesauer at atL" Botl. sonia and
Tania spoke of the tyra¡rny of the hourþ care that is dictated by the
machines, and the manner in which the machines limit their clients'
mobilitSr, impacting on the manner in which attention can be given to
clients' routine activities of hygiene, nutrition and elimination care'
Janesummeduptheeffectofmachinerybysayingshewas
responsible for "28 residents and a pump". A single machine, when
added to the responsibility for 28 clients, assumed great signifìcance'
Jane did not have the h¡xury of sitting at the end of an individual
client,s bed, calmly in control of this piece of equipment' she had to
also watch out for 27 other clients, while being accountable for the
work of the nurse assistants who shared the shift with her'
The present trend towards accommodating clients in single rooms'
with t¡e exception of those people who are in an ICU' may need to be
re-considered. While clients may want the seclusion and quiet of
their own private room, with the spread of technology into every ward'
this should not happen at the expense of the RNs who work in those
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areas. Hospitals are now being designed to resemble luxury hotels'
while at the s¿rme time, increasin$ amounts of complex machinery are
bein$ incorporated into client c€ìre. Geography does impact on nurses'
workloads. Nurses have to nurse the machinery as well as the clients'
whether they consider the client and equipment as a sin$le unit' or as
separate entities. Ttre real value of having RNs looking after clients' is
their expertise in the assessment of clients' physical' emotional and
spiritual needs and their ability to prevent complications from
occurring. Not facilitatin$ this role is contextual evidence of
systematic, gendered, undervaluing of ttre work of RNs'
rwhen considering the workload of individual RNs perhaps it is the
number of client/technology combinations that is the most si$nifïcant
factor, with the ease of visibility of the machinery, the second factor'
In ICUs there may be a great variety of equipment, but RNs look after
one or two clients only, a¡rd hence the equipment is constantly visible
and easier to look after. Ann said ttrat workload is the reason why she
prefers to work in an ICU. tooking after one or two patients satisfies
her altruistic goals, wtrich had attracted her to nursing as a career'
ratlrer than doing what she described as the soul-destroging shifts on
amedícalward-
In contrast to this, Adrian's commentar5r included the notion that
while technolory has taken the pressure off doctors, it has increased
nurses'work, and over-ridden t]le importance of such nursin$ actions
as massaging people's feet, or talking to them. Adrian believed that
technolory is sometimes making it diffìcult to give excellent care to
even one client in an ICU. Again, the dependent nursing functions are
taking priority over the independent functions and because technologr
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avoids the complexity of the whole body (Drought & Liaschenko 1995),
this is problematical for the nursing profession'
Each piece of equipment therefore needs to be considered in the light
of how it affects the structure and nature of nurses' work in any
particular ward or unit. The local user context must be considered
rather than the over-reaching question of the effect of a particular
machine in a hospital, or institution. Bush (f 983) agrees that it is
ttris user context that requires the most attention from feminist
researchers
The politics of hospital design may also need investi$atin$ because it
appears that the needs of nurses, a largely female workforce, are not
being considered, nor is the importance of nurses' work. If the
importance of nurses' assessment was openly acknowledged in health
care institutions, then clients would be told that they cannot be
accommodated in private rooms because they need to be easily
observed by RNs in order to ensure their safety and comfort during
their hospitalisation. This would articulate the importance of nursing
work, in direct contrast to its present invisibility and marginalisation
which is described by Carpenter (1993), Oakley (f984) and Street
(fgg2). Carpenter believes that nurses' invisibility underlines their
subordination, unlike in tairy tales, where invisibility usually results
in formidable powers for the heroes. Perhaps the difference between
fairy tales and the health care system is the patriarchal social context
of health care, which is clearly articulated by Cheek and Rudge
(lgg4). Patients' lives can depend on the vigilant assessment of an RN
and public acknowledgement of this would be likely to impact on the
power relationships within the health care system. Historically,
nltrses have always wanted their sickest clients closest to the nurses'
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stations (offices), where they and their equipment were easily seen'
perhaps through a glass screen.
McConnell, Cattonar and Manning (f996) cite previous work by
McConnell and Fletcher (1995) and McConnell (1995), which confìrm
that t1.e use of any medical device is likely to cause stress for between
39o/o and. 78o/o of nurses, citin$ the nurses' need to hurry aS one
soqrce of this stress. Perhaps this stress could also be related to the
layout of the particular ward or unit where the nurse works, and the
visibility and availability of the equipment'
Sonia and Adrian vrere both of the opinion that younger RNs cope
better \¡/ith technology, but this was not borne out by Pelletier's (1995)
research which showed that younger RNs and those who had lacked
confidence in using technolory at tertiary institutions, were more
likely to be uncomfortable with technology in the clinical areas.
Pelletier (1995) demonstrated that age impacts positively on
equipment use, and that some people enJoy technology or relate to it
more easily than others, as has been found in the participants'
descriptions. The newness of machines does not necessarily mean
increased nervousness for RNs but there is evidence within nursin$
literature that RNs would like more education about technology
(Golonka 1986; McConnell 1994; McConnell & Nissen 1993: Pelletier
1ee5).
It is interesting to consider the effect on nurses and clients of ttre use
of machines that allow patients to control their analgesic level (PCA
machines). Sonia commented that where she works, PCAs are used at
the discretion of the anaesthetists; clients and nurses are not
consulted about this use. Sonia believes that these doctors consider
the pCAs to be status s¡rmbols in their practice. In nursin$ literature,
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pcAs have been thought to be good mechanical servants for both
nurses and clients (r{.shworth f987), however, in a recent research
proJect Koh and Ttromas (1994) found that while PCAs were reputed to
save nurses' time, they did not necessarily increase the clients'
satisfaction with their care. According to Koh and Ttromas (1994:69)
(t)he Lower sotÍsJastíon keuet wíth ouerall care Jound amottgst the
patienl,s tßi¡g PCA ís afindíng contrarg to expectatío¡ts. This fïnding
resulted in their reconrmendation of caution about marketing PCA as
a method of Saving nursing time, because basic rutrsíng ca¡e and
personal contact are stiü oJ paramount importanrce to patierús ottd- this
shouó not be forgotten withPCA (Koh & Thomas 1994:69)' Perhaps
this client dissatisfaction is related to Beaumont's (1995) finding that
clients take less medication for pain relief when usin$ a PCA machine'
One participant, Tania, agrees that PCAs do not Save nurses' time'
because administering inJections every four hours is a quicker method
for nurses to use. With this sort of conflicting evidence, ttrere is
obviously a great need for further studies about the user context of
PCA.
Carnevale (f991) wisely states that technolory is fundamental to
medicine while time is fundamental to nursin$. In order to have this
time to nurture clients and not be forced to function as a mere
technician (carnevale 1991), the effect of technology on workload
needs to be addressed in creative ways. Presently workload is based
on client numbers and the nature and degree of their dependence.
Other factors wtrich need consideration a¡e the amount of machinery
incorporated in their care, and t]le clients' locations. An example of
how this might be calculated is included as Appendix II.
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The power of the medical profession over the user context of
technology in nursing, is evident in their ability to make decisions
about the purchase of new equipment. In Eve's words:
I don't thitlk nurses get much choice oJ who;t technologg
cornes i¡tto ttrc ptace. Tlæ doctors decide what we warú. and.
t'nat,s thqt. Ttrcu get whøt theg want, rø:t'r.ler tho:n what
nurses JeeL is releuarú or appropriate . . . unless tle nurses
lrcrue raised" funds qnd' they utant to buA a piece oJ
equþment. But tluen nine times ouf oJten" theA'd bug a piece
oJ equþment that wouLd. benert . . . it would be more a set oJ
Í-rcadplwnes and-musicJor abøbg, or somethittg Líke that.
In the neonatal unit where Eve works, nurses have to raise any money
that they want to spend on equipment to enhance the quality of life for
the infants in their care.
Presently, Intensive care units reflect tl.is medical spending and are
considered very abnormal environments - or such was the comment
by many of the participants. TWenty-four hours of tlle day some ICUs
in Adelaide are well-lit to facilitate the nurses' surveillance of ttre
machinery and the clients: music is played; and staff converse without
lowering their voices. Andrew described this ICU environment as
"dauntin$"; Ann aS "abnormal"; and Jane, Laura and Adrian as
traumatic for the relatives: and yet this is tJle healing environment of
the sickest people in Adelaide. This is also where (r)otúinisationoJcare
. . . tlveqtens to distract tlte nurse's..¡[ocus Jrom the tif,e oJ tlrc patient
(Drought & Liaschenko 1995: 3Of). I¿.ura believes that people expect
to see the technolory, but as Sonia says, technolory alters the
atmosphere of any environment, and this impact is clearly ar[iculated
in nursing discourse.
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All of the participants expressed concern about the effects of
technology on the people in their care, eitJrer directly on ttreir bodies,
or indirectly by taking nurses' time away from the independent
aspects of their nursing practice. The stress associated with both the
lack of control of tl-e selection and use of technology, and its impact
on their workloads, was clearly verbalised by the participants. This
reflects the privileged position of the medical profession within the
technological social relations of the health care system.
Consultation with nurses about the nature of the technologr which is
going to be produced could certainly change the technologr available
for use in the health care system. The next point to consider then, is
how might technologr be different in the future?
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Into the future: gender-bendtng cyborgs?
Chapter 7
"Wlty shoulil ourbodics end at thc skin?"
(Haraway 1985:97)
"The technology ønd the bnby is ø single unit because Aouknow
thcbøby's not goingto suntiae withoutthat technology.
@ve L996)
The participants commented on tleeir struggle to maintain a hierarchy
of priorities, with their patients as their main focus and the machinery
attached to them, a lesser priority. Ann eloquently e>iplained this
practical dilemma.
You're tom- Ofien I want the patíenl, to be tlrc Jævt's of my
attentíon qnd the tectvwlogA tÍæ secondary thíng. Howeuer,
ofien tte mochrlires aÍe demandhg attentíon because tÍteg're
alartning, or ttteg're trouble-sltæting . . . and. gou oftenJïnd"
yourself - being inferntpted bA a mochine tho:t's demøndírq
to be tooked at or attettded to; and. so ítJragmenfs tlæ care- I
frnd it quite intntsiue at times and I resent ít. You'ue got to
øttend. to it right th.ere ø¡ú. tlæn.
Glen, Adrian, Ann and Laura talked about the importance of always
perceiving their clients to be the centre of their care verbalising the
difficulties inherent in maintaining this view, and how the client and
machines sometimes merge into one. Eve, Jane and Sonia spoke of
deliberately striving to see the client and their technologr as a sin$le
unit, betieving this to be important. Including the client and their
machines as a single entity would allow nurses to begin to document
the reality of their clients as cyborgs - part human and part machine.
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Modern health care is full of cyborgs - couplings between organisms
and machines; for example people undergoing renal dialysis, or people
with cardiac pacemakers inside ttrem.
Within feminist discourse exciting and imaginative ideas about
cyborgs (cybernetic organisms) are evident. Writing in 1985, Haraway
listed tJ' e transitions she saw taking place as the world changed.
These changes include: from understanding physiology to no\Ã/
focusing on communications engineering; from sex to $enetic
engineering; from labour to robotics: from human mind to artifìcial
intelligence (Haraway 1985). Haraway (1985) talks of late 20th
century machines as disturbingly lively, while humans are more inert,
and perhaps this is what is so clearly demonstrated in an ICU,
contributing to some people's dislike of this environment.
Unconscious clients are totally inert, as in death, while tlre maclrines
make a variety of sounds and pictures appearing very lively and as
Ann put it, distractittg your trainof tløtghf,.
The 'busy-ness' of the machines is presently linked only to clients'
physiological needs and this focus is perhaps what needs to change
most urgently. What if machines monitored clients' emotional state
and thoughts - perhaps analysing conversations, electromagnetic
auras, restlessness or body movements allowing RNs to then
implement other technolog to help meet ttrese client needs. Virtual
reality relaxation could replace the simplistic music therapy presently
in use. Meditation could become a normal part of nurses' healing
practices within institutions. Perhaps an intelligent maclrine could
automaticalty chart the clients' physiological data and responses to
the machinery and their surroundings, as well as their diagnosed
illness.
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Many machines that are presently used are perhaps accurately called
medical devices, as McConnell (I99O1\; 199O8; McConnell & Nissen
f993; McConnell, Cattonar & Manning f996) suggests because they
give physiological data: are ordered by doctors; and focus on medical
treatment or sun¡eill¿¡,nce of parts of clients' bodies. If nurses do not
also document their concern for the emotional and spiritual needs of
their clients, particularly in relation to the technolory, they may well
risk being replaced with technicians who serve the machines; and
other untrained staffwho will carry out basic care. It is possibly only
by insisting on their role as holistic practitioners, concerned with the
entirety of tl.e cyborg (body, mind, spirit and machine), that they can
be assured of a future in health care institutions into the 2lst
century. Holmes (f99O) believes that hotistic nursing care and
technology can thrive off each other's strengths, but given that
ineffective and often harmful medical products are increasingly
available urithin tl:e health care sector (Collyer 1996), it is urgent that
nurses begin to collaborate and work urith companies and people who
produce these products (Holmes 199O; Laing 1982; PauþO'Neill
1991; Pickler & Munro 1994). In 1992, Jacox wrote that because
nurses are the primary users of health care technologr, they should
be employed as full-time consultants to product development task
forces. This should probably be ttre case for all technologS¡, given
wajcman's statement I ofien wonder how it is that I hque such qn
heÍJìcíerlt cooker artd. uacuum cleaner wlen we canJLg men to the maon
(Wajcman 1994:9).
It is chatlenging to envision feminist technologies (Karpf 1987) and
wonder how people's relationships with technology could be different,
beyond the present mediconormativit5r. There has been a reluctance
to see femaleness and technologr linked togettrer, perhaps reflecting
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Halberstam's (1991) view that such a coupling could be exciting for
feminists but probably terriÛnng for others to contemplate' The last
decade has seen the emergence of feminist authors (Halberstam fg91;
Haraway 1985: Sofia 1995) who oçlore gender and technology,
creating new ways to analyse the human/machine relationship'
Halberstam (r99r) continues the theme that modern machinery aims
to transform artifïcial processes into funcüons that seem orgzulic'
making the boundary between human and machine intelligence
unstable. In her discussion of cyborgs, Halberstam (f991:452) asks
Mlut is so anxiefu prouoking ín ø bhrríng oJ mo¿chtte and humuÛ
Perhaps a female cyborg is terriffirrg becøluse it hints at ttTe radicql
potential oJ a Jusion oJ Jemininilg and intelligence (Halberstam
1g91:454). Such a fusion releases tl.e female body from its bondage
to nature and the resis tance sÍte represents to static conceptÍons oJ
gender and" tecÍtnolqu puslæs a Jeminist tÍæory oJ power to a new
arefta. (Halberstam 1991:454). Halberstam believes that a female
cyborg shatters the gender binary and the ability to distinguish
between our natural selves and or¡r machine selves, posing the
chattenging thought that perhaps we are already cyborgs (Halberstam
199I). Bates and Lapsley (f987) write on a similar ttteme' believing
that human tissue transplants are changing social attitudes to the
human body. How, then, could nurses envision cyborgs of the future?
How can machinery be incorporated into, or linked with people's
bodies, to benefìt them holistically?
Perhaps RNs in health care centres of t]le future wilI give a lot of
thought to the concept of cyborgs and be very concerned about the
human-machine couplings that they produce. Nurses may strive to
promote a relaxed, happy and enjoyable healing environment rather
than the stressful, physically-focused, machine-dominated
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environment presently found (Chinn 1989: Adams 1993)' If health
care technology moved from a surveillance and treatment focus to a
healing focus, perhaps clients could individually choose the music'
lighting a¡rd colouring of their institutional environment' Perhaps
virtual reality and cyberspace will offer clients different responses to
their conditions - tJrey will be encouraged to use the power of their
minds to heal themselves (Benson 1996)'
RNs could use finger pegs or electrodes to measure clients' emotions
as well as their pulse rates and orygenation levels' Perhaps there will
be glasses that RNs can put on to enable them to see clients'
electromagnetic auras, and then call in other RNs who are expert in
therapeutic touch to channel healing enersl for these clients' we are
presently perhaps experiencing the final stages of the great physical
focus of technology, before the mind and spirit are also included' in
ways which we presently do not comprehend. There cannot be a
future without technology, but health care systems can become less
routinised, barbaric and invasive and become happier, healing
environments tailored to individual's needs (Adams 1993)' one
participant, Eve, hinted at this when she said that given the
opportunity, nurses buy technology which enhances the quality of life
for their clients. Issues such as adequate staffing levels of nurses to
care for tl.e cyborgs, would be Seen as societal concerns, if nursing
was inte$rated into health care systems rather than marginalised as it
is at present, by economic effìciency (Mason et al 199I).
The participants spoke with concerÏr about their need to pay attention
to the machinery presently in use. Sonia said 'You re ttned into the
møchines.,, she talked of her dism ay at finding herself nursin$ the
machinery rather than her clients, when working a busy shift looking
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after six post-operative clients, all accommodated in single rooms'
The lack of time caused her considerable stress and low Job
satisfaction.
There ís a great tendencg to læk qt ttrc machûe and- read
the mnchíne and" n;r;h out. I taJked to the ctient wltíLe I reod
the mochíne but I didn't use ma eaes. I dídttt look at tte
ctíent.
Sonia understands the importance of eye-to-eye contact which
conveys trust and moral caring (Reilly & Behrens-Hanna 1991) and
hence her dismay when she failed to give eye contact to a person in
her care. Eve agreed, stating'1l/r]e erd- up tæking afier tÍæ møchûes
rather tt1|r¡nthe patient." Would their stress be lessened if RNs thought
about the client/machine as a singte unit, or cyborg? can clients also
be encouraged to view the equipment as €Ìn extension of themselves;
and how does the function of the equipment impact on this
possibility? Is it easier to see machines that maintain life or health
(give treatment) as part of self, rather than surveillance (monitorin$
equipment which is less easily integrated into a view of "self'?
Jane already attempts to incorporate the client and machine into a
single unit, by asking the client to help her when she attends to the
machine. she believes that encouraging the clients to touch and
understand the machinery, reduces their alienation from it, thereby
reducing their stress and increasing their level of comfort'
The machinery is usually noisier and more demanding of nurses'
attention than the clients. Nurses have to put up with these demands
because they cannot alter the behaviour or performance of the
machines, merely adapt to its presence, whereas clients can be
sedated or their emotional and spiritual needs ignored. RNs do have
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to nurse the machines as well as ttre clients but perhaps the future
may see more soptristicated and better designed technolo!$' that will
be less intrusive and demanding of nurses' time and less frigþtening
for the clients. Glen acknowledged this fear when he talked about tJre
process of admitting someone to a coronar5r care unit.
TÍteg're frightened" anywag because tlrcg're bew admilted
as qn errrcrgenca and, tlrcn goure strappw alt th¿s sh{f on
them- I jttst explain to tlrcm tl¿6¿t t|¿ís rs j1¡st a møchi¡te - Íts
rwttríng to be qftaid oÍ.
care of a person who has had a heart attack is discussed further in
Appendix III.
Jane, L5m, Laura a¡d Adrian also spoke of the fear ttrat technologl
presently causes their clients. As Adrian said
Ttrc body's beíng treated. - ttÊ emotiona| ond. psgctalogícal
need-s are certainly not cateredJor. I dertt t!'¡¿Ûtk mochínery
cart giue cor4fort. It corn assist or prorrote ít, btú' it cart't gíue
conlfort.
sonia commented though, that not every client is fearful of
technologr. Many of her younger clients who are undergoing elective
surgery, actually a.dore the teclutologA, as do their visitors.
Technology utill only be liberating for nurses if they control it, rather
than always having to accommodate their work around it (Bush 1983;
cockburn 1985; Rothschild 1983), and bein$ critical of it is the fìrst
step to changing nurses' understanding of technologr and their
relationship to it (Drought & Liaschenko f995; Walker f994)' This
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critical attitude was evident among the participants. Adrian said:
The inJormo¿tlon (from the monitors) co:n be completelg
wrong, so it's stitt up to tlæ indiuid:tJ!ø:t to sag "well that
readirg doesnt seem cotect - doesn't seem tn corelate with
whqt fm seeing", and to check ttæ equþme¡ú' ' ' ' ft dæsnt
mntter tnw much equþment gou Ítø;ve, tte wag gou irúerpret
tlæ i4fomutionyodue been gíuen is most ímprtant'
This was echoed by Ann, Glenn and Laura. Laura said Wafch gow
pøtientl Listen to gow patientl Eve checks tl.e machinery and her
client simultaneously in any emergency, never relying purely on the
information from ttre machinery. Both aspects of client/machine
couplings should always be checked exemplifytng the dependent and
independent aspects of a nurse's role, if this checking is seen as two
tasks. However \Ã/ithin the concept of a cyborg, the checking of client
and machine(s) would be necessary in order to do a ttrorough
assessment of the cyborg, with no one aspect more important than the
other. Such a view would demonst¡ate to others the necessity of
having RNs looking after these cyborgs created within tl'..e health care
system. This would educate other professionals and the public about
the frequently forgotten independent aspects of nursingi practice' as it
is the medically dependent functions that are often believed to be tJle
core areas of nursing (Marles 1988).
It is interesting that nurses are striving to tink the operating of
technology \Mith high status, when in other industries people operating
machines may be referred to as blue collar workers or technicians and
have less status. Robotics no\ü means that machines are themselves
controlling other machines, and hence the comment made to Glen
about technologl - a "trained. monkeg could do this", Technicians
always work for other people, they are not usually afforded
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professional autonomy, or control of the workplaces in which they are
employed.
Adria¡r was adamant that nurses should not lose their basic skills
"beceuse theg're the skrtls thøt wiIL get gou tlwouglt" rw møtter rul¡t¡¿a:t ttrc
equþmenl sagts" and thiS is certainly stitl the case. wtratever the
future holds in the way of health care technology, nurses can continue
to be flexible and focus on client well-being. Lyn spoke of the
gratitude she receives in her role of educator for clients, prior to their
interaction with technologY.
The cLients sa.U "Thank AotL". What theg're meaning is
"Thqnk youfor tetlittg me, I wos tæ aJraid" to o'sk"'
Laura emphasised the significance of the person attached to the
machinery.
youue atwags got to try and. step back and Look at it and
søy ,,Thís ís a persoÍr, il',s twtittst somebúg attacted to g;lt
tlæ machinery that I'm Looking qfter. I',m lookíng afier the
Wrso'r es weLL"
cyborgs will continue to require an RN's vigilant assessment or
scrutiny, in order for the care of the client and machinery, to be co-
ordinated and appropriate. Nurses should therefore include
information about ttre client and the machinery - not just the readin$s
from the machines, in their documentation. The impact of technology
on nursing work and feminist views of cyborgs must be written into
nursing's clinical history. There is evidence to suggest that carter
(1990) correctly states that the conditions under which new
technology is introduced needs investigation as it is a major
determinant of the impact of that technolory (Carter I99O). Although
Carter (l9g9:2f6) was writing about offìce workers, ttre assertion that
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the larger the office, the greater tl.e tendency for people to become
ffDre nanowty specialized. ín perJormt'g ffDre twnowlg defrircd sets oJ
tasks could also be true of hospitals.
One important outcome of this discussion is that nurses should be
more assertive about their knowledge of technolog$ and tlle choosing
of new equipment. This is evident within nursin$ literature where
Bates and Lapsley (f987), Marsden (1991), McConneu (1994 & 1996),
McConnell, Newland, Manning and Paech (1993), Meredith (1987),
Pelletier (I99O), Pickler and Munro (1994), Pillar (f9928)' Quivey
(fggo) and Scott Heide (1982) all agree that this is important. While
technolog/ assessment is a necessitSr, it does not fit comfortably with
the discourse of the participants who work in gendered hospitals in
Adelaide, where ttre doctors'u¡ishes are paramount. These hospitals
spend huge amounts of money on technology in order to attract
doctors thereby oçtaining Banta and Luce's (1993) assertion tJlat
hospital doctors are the most dependent on technologr. L¡m gave a
very clear account of how the doctors who employ her in their small
private practice could not maintain a cost-effective service to the
public, if they frequently up-graded their expensive equipment. Their
income is directly related to their expenditure, whereas salaried
doctors who are employed in hospitals, have no such personal
accountability for their spending. Money spent by hospitals on
technologr is likely to be public money.
RNs may not as yet be aware of the entrenched technologr-medicine-
po\Ãrer relationship, but rather exgrerience individual frustration and
discontent \Mith their working lives. Until their awareness is raised,
there can be no change. While it is tempting to say tJlat once RNs do
understand the cause of ttreir frustration ttrey should put ttreir own
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interests first, this ts not likely to happen. There is evidence of a
strong element of determination to care for their clients in the
participants' discussions and it is this determination to place clients'
needs, perhaps atread of their own needs, that is part of the code of
nursing ethics and politically difficult at times for the nursing
profession. Mason, Backer a¡rd Georges (1991) believe that some
nurses still think that political behaviour is unprofessional and
unfeminine
Individual strategies cannot alter the present $endered nature of the
health care system, but changes are necessaÐr in order to allow
clients' needs to be the focus of nursing care within the health care
system. The present control of technology by hospital administrators
and the medical profession is not in the best interests of the nursing
profession or the people of Adelaide.
perhaps health care technologr will soon be digitalised and operated
remotely by RNs, just as mobile telephones and the Internet, allow
ease of communication. If a mactrine alarms, perhaps it will only alert
the nurse carrying the remote control, who can then communicate
with the client, also checking their vital sigins and emotional state,
and choose to eÍther stay at a distance; immediately attend to the
client/machine: or give instructions via the remote control to the
machinery to change its function or behaviour. The cyborg will be the
focus of attention rather tjran ttre client or the machine, as is the
present case.
In any situation where responding to clients' healing needs is the work
being carried out, rather than treating symptoms, hands-on
touching/communicatin$ wilt always be important, so is it really
"Back to the future?" As Eve said when talking about her tiny clients
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in Neonatal Intensive Care 'Yottsfill stroke tlæm; gou stíIt
settle tÍæm dowtt"i or L5m of her adult clients "I stan'd' at
wlrcre I 6¿muisíble ard.talk to thern'. some participants spoke of how
technology is reducing their need to touch clients during procedures'
but reinforced their personal views tl:at touch is an essential part of
healing. In La.ura's words "I Jultg belieue ín the power oJ tottch - ifs
uery wtder-estimøted ín læalÛtq."
According to Reilly and Behrens-Hanna (1991:14), (t)ouch rls st¿ll a
powerJut source oJ sagíng "I uattte Uott", but Jane was ttre only
participant who thought that technolog¡ promoted touch. This is
perhaps because of her experience in a Nursing Home where the
presence of the machinery requires the RN to regularly attend to a
particular resident, who otherwise may not have required so much of
the RN's time. communication v/ith nurses remains very necessar5r to
help clients to cope with the present technologr, and will remain
necessarJ¡, no matter what the nature of the future client/machine
couplings, unless the cyborgs themselves are able to recreate this
human activitY.
t\ more empowering healing environment for nurses and the people in
their ca¡e is possible, and can be imagined. Cyborgs are not gendered
masculine and the nature of available technologr can be altered to a
healing, nursing focus. A collegial relationship with the medical
profession and health care administrators, is also possible and is
greatly desired by many nurses, including the participants in this
research. However none of this witl be achieved without further
feminist research and professional political activity to further highlight





Eeninism is "slowly ønd cnnutøtiaely exposing the itleologicøl
limitøtions of itisciplùrc aftet disciplitrc'" (Hodge tg95:S7)
In 1982 Foucault stated that a struggle for power was occurring
between the medical profession and all ottrer people in western
cultures (Foucault 1982). Evidence of this struggle has been given by
the participants in this research, as they talked of the effects of
technology on their working lives. The in-depth interviews with eleven
experienced registered nurses who work in a variety of settings Ín
metropolitan Adelaide, gave very rich data about the social relations of
technolog¡ \ /ithin the health care system. Drawin$ on feminist and
cultural literature about technolory, and a social postmodern
ttreoretical analysis, various tjremes concerning the hierarchical power
struggles surrounding technolory became apparent'
The participants understood technologr to usually mean equipment or
hardware, rather than work practices or processes' They spoke of the
strong association between technology and the power, status and
control of the medical profession; the challenge, enjo5rment and stress
they experience as ttre users of health care technologf: and how the
impact of individual machines on their work is related to ttre layout or
geography of wards and tlle number of human-machine couplings in
their care. The participants also shared aspects of their personal
experiences with technologr, which showed that as women and men'
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they may either enjoy the challenge of technology, or be alienated by
it; and that there is congruence between their present personal and
professional lives and their childhood experiences.
Technology is indeed contradictory, as Halberstam (1991) points out
and all of the participants who work in hospitals were positioned
outside of the decision-making processes about it, while continuing to
gain technical skills which may then result in them being devalued as
technicians within those institutions. Darbyshire's (1987:341 words
are still relevant; (w)e mtst teg¡rn the lessons Jrom the womert's
mouemertt a.bout the møn!f,estatíon and- mearthg oJ paternalísm'
The discou¡.rse of technologf does not show it to be a neut¡al force' but
one which is clearly supportive of male medical power' The
participants expressed concern about this hierarchy within the health
care system and tl.e technology-medicine-capitalism relationship'
Nurses may enJoy usin$ technolo$y, but it presently benefits doctors
rather than nurses. In this way, the politicalty weak are unwittingly
supporting the politically powerful, in the belief that their status and
power witl be increased by the use of technologr. Presti$e and career
advancement determine the nature of medical practice and research
(More & More 1994), and it is this medical demand, together \dth
commercial initiatives, that drive technological development (Pelletier
rggo). v/hile this continues, the tension between the role of nurses
and the nature of health care technolory, is also likely to continue'
Registered nurses and their professional organisations need to
articulate the stress placed on nurses by their lack of control over tl.e
selection and use of equipment and its impact on their working lives'
Perhaps McConnell has been ri$ht all along in callin$ technology
'medical technolory', or 'medical devices', because according to the
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participants, the decisions to buy and use it are rarely made by
nursing staff. Perhaps this distinction needs to be articulated more
clearly in tJre future, witt¡ the term nursin$ technologr used only to
describe the technolory which nurses use when they deliver their
independent care to people. Clearþ labelling technologies as 'medical'
or'nursing'would become a political stance and allow RNs to see how
much of their time is taken up with ttreir dependent role. It may then
become obvious ttrat technicians should be used to look after medical
equipment, but this would rule out the possibility of futuristic nursing
care of the cyborg. certainty the very important role of registered
nurses in monitoring both tl.e client and the technolory used to
support their health, needs to be arliculated withtn the health care
system and to tl.e general Public.
Challenging the mega-technology of western culture may be futile' and
instead nurses should perhaps concent¡ate on writing cyborgs into
nursing's history. Nurses presently look after people and machines
and the participants described their struggle to prioritise clients'
needs ahead of ttre machines, when the machines may be more
demanding and impossible to ignore. Attendin$ to clients as cyborgs
would write botl- technolory and tl.e technological nurse into nursin$
history, along with data about the nursing focus on people's
emotional, psychological and spiritual needs'
Federal government funding arrangements presently underpin the
structured subjugation of nurses and the power and legitimation of
tl.e medical profession in the heatth care system. Ttrerefore, in order
to change the marginalisation of RNs, a change in the funding
arT¿mgements of the Aust¡alian health care system would be needed'
McNeil's (1993:164) words the ÍÍtore we krwus about patríarchg, tlTe
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harder ít seems to chønge it are very applicable to this situation'
political activism at both state and national levets will be needed if
RNs are to challenge the present medical, and capitalist control of
health care technologr. This technology is poorty assessed; marketed
for profit: ser:ves medical officers' status; and may be viewed by them
as more reliable than the informed opinion of an e>r¡rerienced RN.
Smoyak (f 987):37 writes of ar¡ American Joint commission of doctors
a¡d nurses, Set up to review the Dr/Nurse relationship' The AIVIA
(American) withdrew its financial support when tlee commission's
activities became threatening to doctors. Joint practice, equal pay'
trust, respect, status, collaboration and collegialit¡r were issues
reviewed. Smoyak notes however that the values and philosophies of
the commission continue to sun¡ive in many settin$s. A sfitrctwe møy
be demotislæd-, but not an idea (smoyak 1987:371. RNs can be
heartened by ttris comment while at the same time, realising that
equal relationships of power with the medical profession are probably
not the Present realitY.
Further feminist research about technology and nursing is needed in
order for nurses to more fully understand the gendered nature of the
cause of the frustrations and inconsistencies they may experience in
the strug$les around the hierarchies of power and legitimation of
health care technolory. There are presently social structures and
processes in south Australia which support medical domina¡rce while
demanding nursin$ submission. Nurses, as essential workers'
continue to be silenced by the sexism of the health care system, as
was the case a decade ago (Linn Lg87: Meredith I9ST).
This research has indicated thrat Daza Samper (f99O) is correct in
saying t].at technology cannot be adequately met with individual
I'age L05
suryival strategies, because it is a force that produces social changes.
IJnions, agencies and social organisations need to co-operate across
state and national borders, in order to create or$anisational
structures which ensure that technology enhances, rather than
degrades, gre work of RNs and the well-being of their clients. Sohier
(1992) has confidentty stated that nurses can act in stren$th to
produce revolutionaly change in the health care system and hence,
creative options about the relationships between people and
technology can be envisioned and made operational.
Bush (f988:156) cautions femintsts a$ainst polarising tJle rhetoric
about technologr as triumph/threat, because this enables aduæqtes
oJ particular points oJ uiew to gain adherence and power. The
chaltenge for nurses then, is to understand technologr as a gendered
social construct and therefore a focus of power relations, looking at
ways of using it to best facilitate client healing and qualit¡r nursing
care, for the health of alt the communit5r. Further feminist research is
urgently needed into the gendered nature of the health system's
technologicat discourse, so that nursing's professional organisations
can push for social changes across Aust¡alia'
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Glossar¡r
actiuitíes oJ dorilg tíuing. Activities, such as eating, washing and
dressing, which are usualty performed as part of a person's normal
daify routine.
doctor-nurse game. Interpersonal dynamics between doctors and
nurses which have class, gender and knowledge/power as ex¡rlanatory
components. The playing of this game usually helps to maintain the
status of the medical profession.
e¡trotlednurse. A person who has completed a course of study a¡rd is
qualifìed to give nursin$ care under tl-e direction of a registered nurse'
high-technologg. Work involving the use of numerous electronic
machines and other equiPment.
insensiæ,. Education supplied by an employer'
interns. Newly $raduated doctors who are employed in hospitals to
work under the supervision of more experienced doctors.
medica] coræullqnt A senior doctor or medical specialist, who works
part-time in a hospital and also has a private practice outside of the
hospital system.
n.¿f:se assistanfs. People with little, or no, education, who do nursin$
work under the superwision of enrolled or registered nurses'
nurses' statíon The staff office on a ward or unit, from which all
nursin$ staff work.
patierú Controlted. Anatgesiø (PCA). A tectrnique which allows patients
to self-administer small intravenous doses of opioid analgesia via an
electronic device. A push of a button delivers the dose.
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Glossary
regístered.Íturse lRIVr. A person Iicensed to practise nursing.
therapeutic touch. A process by which enersl is transmitted or
tra¡rsferred from one person to another to maximise a person's health
status. The process does not involve physical touching because the
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Appendix I: Letter to ParticiPants
Re:ResearchbyMeniPaechfortheMasterofArts
(Women's Studies)
I am in the process of completing a Master of Arts (Women's Studies) at the University of
Adelaide and now need tô do a"research proiect. My topic, nursing technology, is 
just
;";ili"g to be explored in international nursing literature. I believe that insight is needed
inö fror,i technolôgy is both understood, and used, by experienced registered .nurses
working in a variet/äf settings, and that this information will make a valuable contribution
to Aushalian nursing knowledge.
and experiences on this toPic.
The interview will be held at a time and place that suits you, (the discussion will take
sion to taPe the conversation to
with the taPe, and the taPe will
. I will attach an invented name to the typed
transcript of the interview, and you,can be confident that no Personal or identifying
information will be included in the study'
During the interview you are not obliged_to answer questions s u
do notïish to discuss. If you want to withdraw your iltgrviglv u
can do so any time, withoút giving me a reason, up until I finish
I will send a report on the results of the resea¡ch to every participant when the study is
completed, and ätso a copy of any journal articles that I write.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you want more information' If you have concerns
wñcn you do not wish to discuss with me directþ you can contact my thesis supervisor Dr
Margaíet Allen, or the Head of the Women's Studies Department.
If you agree to take part, please complete the Consent Form and return it to me in the
stamped"er,velope prorria"d. I will theñ contact you to anange a suitable time and place for
us to meet.
Dear






Dr Margaret Allen or Head
DepL Women's Studies
University of Adelaide
Adelaide 5005 TeL 303-5975
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Appendix II: Calcutatlng the impact of
machlnes on nurslng work
According to the participants, it is less demanding to nurse one client
with 6 machines attached to them, than to nurse six clients wittr one
machine attached to each client, and yet nursin$ discourse
perpetuates the myth that tlle opposite is true. Also, conscious clients
who are confined to bed, and whose movement is restricted because of
attached technotogies, could be considered more demandin$ to nurse
than unconscious clients, because conscious clients make demands
on the nurse who is looking after them. Again, the larger number of
client interactions required when working on the ordina4l wards,
increases the workload. Concerns expressed by the participants
included that the technology may malfunction; be interfered with by
clients; and be tampered with by visitors; and for which the RN is
legally responsible.
The foltowing formula (see Table I) could be used to calculate a
workload Machine Factor (MF). The higher this factor, the greater ttre
physical and emotional effort required by the nurse to carr5r out the
client care. The table (see over) shows that the number of clients is
multiplied by the number of machines in use; then the number of
locations is added to this fìgure. Research needs to be carried out to
determine whether this is a meaningful way of calculating the impact
of technologr on clinical practice. Perhaps a technology workload
factor above 9 should be considered stressful, however testing of this
formula in various clinical settings is needed. What it does achieve is
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the factoring in of the geography of the unit or ward, as an indicator of
the stress of RNs who are responsible for technoloÉV that is not easily
vÍsible.
Thls may prove to be a useful formula to help RNs to understand why
they are finding particular strifts very busy and to argue for particular
staffìng levels.
Table I: Calculatlon of Machlne Factor





















Appendtx III: Heart "attack" - the enemy within
Admission to a coronar5r care unit signifies a very serious illness, as
the word 'coronary' mea¡ls a heart attack in western culture' A
person,s heart has painfully attacked them, putting their life at risk.
People do not have eye attacks or lung attacks, only heart attacks
which may necessitate admission to a Heart Attack (Coronary) Care
unit. Does this si$niff that ttreir body is turning against tl.em? A
terrifying prospect. Machinery is then used to monitor this
recalcitrant heart and the machine must be watched by a registered
nurse. Technological and human surveillance is mounted against the
assaulting bodY organ.
cardiac monitoring allows a nlrrse to look after a patient's heart for
them, to take responsibility for it, which tl.e patient resumes upon
discharge from this unit. This cardiac surveillance gives the patient a
sense of security (similar to closed circuit cameras in a public mall),
and protects the patients from their problem hearts' This exemplifies
Erlen's view (lgg4 citing Cassell 1993), that technologies are reductive
and oversimplisring, reducin$ a patient to a body with a sick part,
needing to be fixed. Glen spoke of his concern when patients were
sometimes re-admitted with panic attacks, overwhelmed at home by
the fear of physically surviving alone, without the reassuring
technological surveillance.
An RN watching a bank of cardiac monitors in a nurses' station could
be likened to a security officer watchin$ a bank of screens showing the
activities in a shopping mall, via security cameras. The main
difference is that the security offïcer watches people and places, which
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the nurse cannot. The nurses' surveillance is reduced to heart rate
and rhythm.
perhaps in tl¡e future mutual coloured screens will relay pictures of
the clients as well as their heart surveillance, to the nurse, while a
picture of the watching nurse is relayed to the clients. The nurse
would then be able to assess the clients' position in bed, facial
expressions, skin colour, respiratory rate and physical activity - data
which give information about not only the clients' physical status, but
also their emotional and spiritual status. The clients would also be
aware of the registered nurse's vigilance in assessing their health
status and not feel alone or frightened. Would this mutual human
contact promote healing in a way that the mactrine sun¡eillance of an
organ cannot?
It must be difficult indeed for clients to relax and recover from their
episode of chest pain and distress when the health care system
establishes ttreir heart as the enemy within - a violent assaulting
organ. Perhaps a change of name is in order - something like a
Cardiac Healing Unit; Chest pain recovery area; or Specialised Cardiac
Nursing Unit may be less füghtening for clients and change the focus
of the care within ttre unit.
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